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BONDED
WAREHOUSE

Freight Latam our new Logistic Solution
SOLUTION BOX offers Bonded Warehouse service, in this way your respective purchases will not be
affected by existing or future tariffs.
Also through our FREIGHT LATAM Freight Forwarder, which is located in our facilities, we offer
consolidation, storage and shipping services to all destinations. This will allow you to avoid expenses
at origin and optimize purchases.

In this way SOLUTION BOX maintains our commitment with
all our clients and expands with this service the ability to
offer a complete logistic solution without affecting costs.
Sea, Air & Land Forwarding
Warehousing
Customs Brokerage
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Solution Box with its broad portfolio entered a large number
of economic sectors, including Banking, Hospitality, Public
and Private Sector, integrators, among many others who
have trusted over the years in the company that in addition
to quality in Its service includes brand integrations such as
APC by Schneider, Garmin, Watchguard, Ubiquiti Networks,
Grandstream Networks, Axis, Qnap, Hewlett Packard Inc and
Enterprise, among many more.
The development of IoT stands out, a project in which they
are represented by Itokii, which has allowed them to enter
industries such as agriculture, fast food stores, airports, among
others. It also allows from controlling an irrigation system in
a field, controlling vibration and inclination for perimeter
security to measuring power consumption and then reporting
the data to the cloud through a Gateway.

A great distributor
The company began operations in Argentina with a presence
in segments such as connectivity, storage, security, retail
and software, which has led them to become one of the
main distributors in Latin America and the Caribbean. In 2011
they made the commercial opening in the United States;
Uruguay in 2016, Dominican Republic in 2017, Costa Rica in
2018 and recently with the opening of its new headquarters
in Guatemala and Honduras forming a company that today
has more than 200 employees.

NO is not an option in Solution Box
Solution Box is characterized by being a distributor that helps,
supports, educates and with which it is easy to do business,
as expressed by Eduardo Bicerne, General Manager of the
company, “NO is not an option, we always solve the needs of
our customers offering our best service ”Among its high quality
for customer service education is also highlighted as one of
its competitive advantages, because as Eduardo says, Solution
Box facilitates different talks, trainings and certifications of
each of the brands represented, service with which they are
very committed.

CATEGORY

NETWORKING
DIVISION

Aruba Networks

Mikrotik

Mobile, IoT, and cloud are disrupting traditional businesses

MikroTik is a Latvian company which was founded in 1995

and declaring new winners. We are building smarter

to develop routers and wireless ISP systems. MikroTik now

networks that are insightful and predictable to accelerate the

provides hardware and software for Internet connectivity in

transition. Infrastructure services are offered as software from

most of the countries around the world.

the public or private cloud, enabling secure connectivity for
mobile and IoT .

In 2002 we decided to make our own hardware, and the
RouterBOARD brand was born. We have resellers in most
parts of the world, and customers in probably every country
on the planet.

TP-Link

Zyxel

TP-LINK is a global provider of SOHO & SMB networking

Focused on innovation and customer-centricity, Zyxel
Communications Corp. has been connecting people to the
internet for nearly 30 years. We keep promoting creativity
which meets the needs of customers. This spirit has never
been changed since we developed the world’s first integrated
3-in-1 data/fax/voice modem in 1992. Our ability to adapt
and innovate with networking technology places us at the
forefront of understanding connectivity for telco/service
providers, businesses and home users.

products and the World’s No.1 provider of WLAN products, with
products available in over 120 countries to tens of millions of
customers. Committed to intensive R&D, efficient production
and strict quality management, TP-LINK continues to provide
award-winning networking products in Wireless, ADSL,
Routers, Switches, IP Cameras, Powerline Adapters, Print
Servers, Media Converters and Network Adapters for Global
end-users.

Contact
Jesus Alvarez

Javier Berengue

Freddy Sigal

e-mail: jesus_alvarez@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: jesus.alvarez.sbox

Mikrotik & Ubiquiti Certified Trainer
Wireless And FTTx Specialist
Email : javier_berengue@solutionbox.com.ar

Email: freddy_sigal@solutionboxusa.com

Aruba Network Product Manager
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Security & Wireless Team Leader
Skype: Freddy.sigal.sbox@outlook.com
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ARUBA Instant On Focus on what matters most.

Start with the fastest and most reliable Wi-Fi that rises above the rest.

7
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Set up Your Small
Business Network
in 3 Easy Steps

1

2

Power up your
Aruba Instant On
access point

3

Download the Instant
On mobile app to
your phone

Follow the steps to
configure networks.
You’re on!

50% Wi-Fi 49%
When there’s FREE

of shoppers
EXPECT you to
offer free Wi-Fi*

(that works!) customers
are more loyal...
and spend more**

of business travellers
base their hotel choice
on free Wi-Fi availability †

Good Wi-ifi
increases employee
productivity by

16%

††

Small business access points

That are a big deal for your business

A super strong signal,
wherever you roam

Built-in security features, for a
worry-free networking experience

Set it and forget it – no
maintenance, no headaches

Aruba Instant On, a name you
can trust

ArubaInstantOn.com
* http://www.devicescape.com/press-release/survey-quantifies-business-benefits-of-amenity-wi-fi/
** https://www.mileiq.com/blog/setup-free-wifi-customers

» ARUBA: Enterprise Wi-Fi connectivity for
optimized user and IoT experiences.
Aruba switches bring performance and reliability to the mobile-first campus. These industry leading
switches are scalable, secure, and feature HPE Smart Rate multi-gigabit ports for high speed
connectivity.
ARUBA CLEARPASS NETWORK ACCESS COTROL
The organizations face increasingly complex IT infrastructures
that are more exposed to attacks than ever before. You need a
seamless path from device and user discovery, wired and wireless
access control, attack detection and adaptive response – based on
set policies.

ARUBA BEACONS
Small low-power wireless transmitters, Aruba Beacons broadcast
2.4-GHz radio signals at regular intervals. Beacons can be heTard
and interpreted by iOS and Android devices that are also equipped
with Meridian powered mobile apps from Aruba, to Hewlett Packard Enterprise.

Aruba Central – Intelligent Cloud Networking
The organizations face increasingly complex IT infrastructures
that are more exposed to attacks than ever before. You need
a seamless path from device and user discovery, wired and
wireless access control, attack detection and adaptive response
– based on set policies.

Aruba AirWave network management
AirWave is the only management platform designed with mobile
devices and applications. Proactively monitors the health and
performance of all connected elements. AirWave lets you monitor client behavior, proactively troubleshoot application issues,
and plan for capacity.
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1 Set up Your
2 Small 3
Business Network
in 3 Easy Steps

Power up your
Aruba Instant On
access point

1
50%

Download the Instant
On mobile app to
your phone

When there’s FREE

Wi-Fi

of shoppers
EXPECT you to
offer free Wi-Fi*

2

(that works!) customers
are more loyal...
and spend more**

Power up your
Aruba Instant On
access point

Follow the steps to
configure networks.
You’re on!

49%

of business travellers
base their hotel choice
on free Wi-Fi availability †

Download the Instant
On mobile app to
your phone

3

Good Wi-ifi
increases employee
productivity by

16%

††

Follow the steps to
configure networks.
You’re on!

Small business access points

That are a big deal for your business

50% Wi-Fi 49%
When there’s FREE

of shoppers
EXPECT you to
offer free Wi-Fi*

(that works!) customers
are more loyal...
and spend more**

A super strong signal,
wherever you roam
Set it and forgetSmall
it – no business
maintenance, no headaches

of business travellers
base their hotel choice
on free Wi-Fi availability †

Good Wi-ifi
increases employee
productivity by

16%

††

Built-in security features, for a
worry-free networking experience

access
Arubapoints
Instant On, a name you

That are a big deal for your business
can trust
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» ARUBA SWITCHING : Performance, scale
and intelligence for modern enterprise
networks
Aruba switches bring performance and reliability to the mobile-first campus. These industry
leading switches are scalable, secure, and feature HPE Smart Rate multi-gigabit ports for high
speed connectivity.
Carrier-class, high availability core and data center switches
The Aruba CX 6300 Switch Series is a modern, flexible and intelligent family of stackable
switches ideal for enterprise network access, aggregation and core. Created for gamechanging operational efficiency with built-in security and resiliency, the 6300 switches
provide the foundation for
high-performance networks supporting IoT, mobile and cloud applications.
Built from the ground up with a combination of cutting-edge hardware, software and
analytics and automation tools, the stackable 6300 switches are part of the Aruba CX switching
portfolio, designed for today’s enterprise campus, branch and data center networks.

Secure and reliable Layer 2 access switch
The Aruba 2530 Switches provides cost-effective, reliable and secure access layer connectivity
for enterprise , branch offices and small and midsize businesses.
These fully managed switches deliver layer 2 compatibilies with enhanced access security,
traffic prirization, sFlow, and IPv6 host support. Right size deployment is availianle with a
range og Gigabit and fast ethernet models inclufing compact and fanless models wich are
ideal for use in quiet work spaces. PoE+ model deliver up 370w to power access points, IP
phones and cameras

Carrier-class, high availability core and data center switches
A breakthrough campus core switch that extends intelligence from the edge to the core.
A game-changing solution that offers a flexible and innovative approach to dealing with the
new application, security and scalability demands of the mobile-cloud and IoT era.
Combines a modern, fully programmable OS with carrier-grade hardware, leading
performance, and incorporates the industry-first Network Analytics Engine to monitor and
troubleshoot network, system, application and security related issues easily.
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» Mikrotik: Router and wireless
Mikortik is Router software and hardware manufacturer, that offers the most user friendly, up to
carrier grade routing and network management solutions. Our products are used by ISPs, individual
users and companies for building data network infrastructures all around the World.
Our mission is to make existing Internet technologies faster, more powerful and affordable to wider
range of users.

RouterOS

QuickSet

MikroTik RouterOS™ is router operating system
and software which turns regular PC or MikroTik
RouterBOARD™ hardware into a dedicated router.

Configuration tool that helps you to set up your router
in just a few clicks!

Main features

802.11a/b/g/n/ac support
Custom Nv2 TDMA protocol
Advanced Quality of Service
Stateful firewall, tunnels
STP bridging awith filtering
WDS and Virtual AP
HotSpot for Plug-and-Play access
RIP, OSPF, BGP, MPLS routing
Remote WinBox GUI and Web admin
High availability with VRRP
Bonding of Interfaces
Telnet/mac-telnet/ssh/console admin
Real-time configuration and monitoring
3G/LTE support
OpenFlow support
12
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» Mikrotik: Router and wireless
MikroTik provides routing, switching and wireless equipment for all possible uses - from the customer
location, up to high end data centres. We have an extensive network of trained consultants, training
centres and distributors in almost every country of the world.

Firewall

Routing

The firewall implements packet filtering
and there by provides
security functions,
that are used to manage data ow to, from and
through the router. Along with the Network
Address Translation it serves for preventing
unauthorized access to directly attached
networks and the router itself as well as a filter
for outgoing traffic.
RouterOS features a stateful firewall, which
means that it performs
stateful packet
inspection and keeps track of the state of
network connections traveling across it. It
also supports Source and Destionation NAT

RouterOS supports a multitude of routing protocols. •
For IPv4 it supports RIP v1 anvd v2, OSPF v2, BGP v4. •
For IPv6 it supports RIPng, OSPFv3 and BGP. RouterOS
also supports Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF),
Policy based routing, Interface based routing and
ECMP routing.
You can use the Firewall filter to mark specific
connections with Routing marks, and then make the
marked traffic use a different ISP.
Now with MPLS support added to RouterOS, VRF is
also introduced. Virtual Routing and Forwarding is a
technology that allows multiple instances of a routing
table to co-exist within the same router at the same
time.

Connectorized units

Cloud Core Router series

Groove series | BaseBox series| NetMetal

The Cloud Core Router series of devices are powered

Outdoor 2.4 GHz 802.11b/g/n high power wireless

by our fastest networking processors, based on the

integrated base station.

Tilera architecture.

Enterprise switches

RB3011 | RB4011 series

compact yet powerful networking switch.

The RB3011 is a multi port device, our first to be
running an ARM architecture CPU for higher
performance than ever before.
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» Mikrotik: the complete solution for your
connectivity needs.
Forwarding

MPLS

RouterOS supports Layer2 forwarding - including Bridging, Mesh
and WDS.

MPLS stands for MultiProtocol Label Switching. It can be used to
replace IP routing - packet forwarding decision is no longer based on
fields in IP header and routing table, but on labels that are attached
to packet. This approach speeds up forwarding process because next
hop lookup becomes very simple compared to routing lookup.
Efficency of forwarding process is the main benefit of MPLS. MPLS
makes it easy to create “virtual links” between nodes on the network,
it is a highly scalable. This allows one to create end-to-end circuits.

WDS allows to create custom wireless coverage using multiple
APs what is impossible to do only with one AP (indoor, railroad
installations). The packets pass from one AP to another, just as if the
APs were ports on a wired Ethernet switch.
(R)STP eliminates the possibility for the same MAC addresses to be
seen on multiple bridge ports by disabling secondary ports to that
MAC address. This helps avoid loops and improves network reliability.
HWMP+ is a MikroTik specific Layer-2 routing protocol for wireless
mesh networks.The HWMP+ protocol is an improvement of the
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP) from IEEE 802.11s draft
standard.

Some of the supported MPLS features:
Static Label bindings for IPv4
Label Distribution protocol for IPv4
RSVP Traffic Engineering tunnels
VPLS MP-BGP based autodiscovery and signaling
MP-BGP based MPLS IP VPN

hEX series

LDF 2 | Integrated directionals

Disc Lite5 | Integrated directionals

The hEX series of devices are small form factor Ethernet

A tiny 2.4 GHz system for super long distance links with

An outdoor 5 GHz 802.11a/n/ac wireless device with

routers with neat plastic design enclosures. They have a

satellite offset dish antennas.

a high gain 21 dBi integrated antenna and Gigabit

total of five ports.

Ethernet for high speed on long distances.
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» Mikrotik: the complete solution for your
connectivity needs.
Wireless
A variety of Wireless technologies are suppored in RouterOS, the
most basic of them being the wireless access point and client. If it’s
a small hotspot network in your home, or a city wide mesh network,
RouterOS will help you in all situations.

Hotspot
The MikroTik HotSpot Gateway enables providing of public network
access for clients using wireless or wired network connections. The
user will be presented a login screen when first opening his web
browser. Once a login and password is provided, the user will be
allowed internet access.
This is ideal for hotel, school, airport, internet cafe or any other
public place where administration doesn’t have control over the
user computer. No software installation or network configuration is
needed, hotspot will direct any connection request to the login form.
Extensive user management is possible by making different
user profiles, each of which can allow certain uptime, upload and
download speed limitation, transfer amount limitation and more.
Hotspot also supports authentication against standard RADIUS

LGH Series

Quality of Service
Bandwidth Control is a set of mechanisms that control data rate
allocation, delay variability, timely delivery, and delivery reliability.
Quality of Service (QoS) means that the router can prioritize and
shape network traffic.

Wired Network

Ethernet Interface

Internet

HotSpot
Gateway

Wireless Interface

Wireless Clients
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» Mikrotik: the complete solution for your
connectivity needs.
SwOs
Is an operating system designed specifically for administration of
MikroTik Switch products. SwOS is configurable from your web browser.
It gives you all the basic functionality for a managed switch, plus more:
allows to manage
port-to-port forwarding, broadcast storm control, apply MAC filter,
configure VLANs, mirror traffic, apply bandwidth limitation and even
adjust some MAC and IP header fields.

The Dude
The Dude network monitor is an application by MikroTik which can
dramatically improve the way you manage your network environment.
It will automatically scan all devices within specified subnets, draw and
layout a map of your networks, monitor services of your devices and
alert you in case some service has problems.
Not only can you monitor your RouterOS devices, you can monitor any
device that is accessible by Ping or provides SNMP information.
You are able to make traffic and availibility graphs, outage reports, and
even use the Dude as a Syslog server for your RouterOS device log files.
The Dude can also manage your RouterOS device configurations, and
automate their software upgrades and mass configure them.
Best of all - The Dude is free of charge.
Some of it’s features:
The Dude is free of charge!
Auto network discovery and layout
Discovers any type or brand of device
Device, Link monitoring, and notifications
Includes SVG icons for devices, and supports custom icons and
backgrounds
Easy installation and usage
Allows you to draw your own maps and add custom devices
Supports SNMP, ICMP, DNS and TCP monitoring for devices that
support it
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» TP-Link: Wifi networking equipment for
home and business
These routers work as a powerful entertainment center for your home that is capable of supporting
multiple simultaneous broadcasts of HD video, online games and other online activities without
slowing down. The reach and top coverage keep your devices connected, near or far.
ROUTERS

AX11000 Next-Gen Tri-Band Gaming Router

AC5400 Tri-Band MU-MIMO Gigabit Router

AC1900 Wireless Dual Band Gigabit Router

The Fastest Gaming Router – AX11000 speed machine that

Improve your Wi-Fi: the advanced NitroQAM TM (1024 QAM)

Supports 802.11ac standard-the next generation of Wi-

delivers Wi-Fi Speeds Over 10 Gbps: 4804 Mbps (5 GHz

and 4-Stream technology increase the maximum Wi-Fi

Fi Simultaneous 2.4GHz 600Mbps and 5GHz 1300Mbps

Gaming) + 4804 Mbps (5 GHz) + 1148 Mbps (2.4 GHz), Ultra

speed on all bands by 25%, achieving combined WiFi speeds

connections for 1.9Gbps of total available bandwidth, 3

Connectivity - 2.5 Gbps WAN port & USB 3.0

of up to 5334Mbps.

dual band detachable antennas.

NETWORK EXPANSION

AC1600 Wi-Fi Range Extender

AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender RE205

Amplíe la red Wi-Fi para obtener el máximo rendimiento

The RE205 Range Extender wirelessly connects to

300Mbps expandido a 2.4GHz + 1300Mbps en 5GHz totaliza

your wireless router, strengthening and expanding

velocidades de Wi-Fi de 1600Mbps. Tres antenas externas

your signal in areas it can not reach on its own, while

ajustables proporcionan una cobertura Wi-Fi óptima y

reducing signal interference to ensure reliable Wi-Fi

conexiones confiables.

coverage in your home or office.

AC1200 Dual-Band

AV2000 Gigabit Powerline AC Wi-Fi Kit

Wi-Fi –delivers combined speeds of up to 1200 Mbps,

AV2000 Powerline Speed – meets the demand of

delivering fast wireless to all your smartphones, tablets and

bandwidth-intensive activities with the latest, fastest

computers

powerline transfer rates.
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» TP-Link: Controlling Your Home
Has Never Been Easier
Kasa Smart’s expansive product catalog includes everything from plugs to lighting and security
cameras to light switches. All Kasa Smart products can be easily managed through the highlyrated Kasa Smart app and connected to your home’s secured wireless network without the need
for an extra router or hub.
SMART HOME
Video Doorbell

Security Cameras

Smarter home security starts at your front door with
the Kasa Smart Video Doorbell. Be notified anytime a
visitor shows up on your doorstep. With Simultaneous
Two-Way Audio you can have seamless conversations
with anyone at your door or have pre-recorded
messages play, directly from your video doorbell, to
whoever drops by.

From indoors to the outdoors, Kasa Smart security
cameras have your home covered. Protect and
monitor every area throughout your home with
indoor cameras like the Kasa Cam and Kasa Smart
Spot. Even keep an eye on what’s going on around
the exterior of your home with the Kasa Cam
Outdoor or Kasa Smart Wire-Free Camera, which
can be placed anywhere you want.

Smart Light Switches

Smart Lighting

Replace any traditional light switch in your home
with a Kasa Smart light switch. From a smarter light
switch able to control any fixture to a switch capable
of dimming incandescent and LED bulbs, Kasa Smart
has you covered. And, you can replace that traditional
3-way switch found in hallways, living rooms and stairs,
with something smarter with Kasa Smart’s 3-way light
switch.

From multicolor bulbs that set the mood for
any event to dimmable bulbs that give you that
perfect ambiance, Kasa Smart light bulbs have
you covered. Control your lighting individually,
in scenes, or group them with other Kasa Smart
products for seamless control with a single tap of
your smartphone.

Smart Plugs

Accessories

With Kasa Smart plugs have complete control of
connected appliances from anywhere with the
Kasa Smart app or use simple voice commands and
your favorite voice assistant. Kasa Smart has you
covered with everything from in-wall power outlets
to outdoor plugs, easily control everything from your
game room all the way to your patio.

Kasa Smart accessories give your smart products a
little more flexibility. An extension cable for a little
more feet or an extra battery for your wire-free
camera, experience Kasa Smart with a little more
freedom.
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» TP-Link: Smart and Managed Switches
The switchs provides high performance, enterprise-level QoS, advanced security strategies and
management features. This JetStream gigabit L2 managed switch is cost-effective for the ideal
small and medium business solution.

JetStream 24-Port Gigabit Smart Switch with 4 SFP
Slots - T1600G-28TS.
Gigabit Ethernet connections on all ports provide full speed
of data transferring. - L2+ Feature Static Routing, helps route
internal traffic for more efficient use of network resources.
- Integrated security strategy including 802.1Q VLAN, Port
Security and Storm control help protect LAN area investment.
- L2/L3/L4 QoS and IGMP snooping optimize voice and video
applications. - IPv6 support with dual IPv4/IPv6 stack, MLD
snooping, IPv6 neighbor discovery.

JetStream 8-Port Gigabit L2 Managed PoE+ Switch
with 2 SFP Slots - T2500G-10MPS
Features 8 PoE+ ports compliant with 802.3af/at, 116W total
PoE power output and an array of PoE management options.
- Gigabit Ethernet connections on all ports for fast data
transfer speeds. - Selectable RJ45 console port and MicroUSB console port. - Advanced security features including
IP-MAC-Port Binding, ACL, Port Security, DoS Defend, Storm
Control, DHCP Snooping, 802.1X and Radius Authentication.
- L2/L3/L4 QoS and IGMP snooping optimize voice and video
applications.
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» TP-Link: the ideal partner for small offices
who need reliable solutions.
The switchs provides high performance, enterprise-level QoS, advanced security strategies and
management features. This JetStream gigabit L2 managed switch is cost-effective for the ideal
small and medium business solution.

300Mbps Wireless N Ceiling Mount AP CAP300.
Hardware wireless controller enable administrators to easily
manage hundreds of CAPs. - Support Power over Ethernet (802.af)
for convenient and affordable installation. Captive portal provides
one convenient method of authentication for Wi-Fi guests and
help to decrease network security threats.

SafeStream Gigabit Dual-WAN VPN Router TL-ER6120
2 Gigabit WAN ports, 2 Gigabit LAN ports, 1 Gigabit LAN/DMZ port
and a console port. Supports multiple VPN protocols including
IPsec/PPTP/L2TP,
which helps users establish their VPN more
flexibly. Supports up to 100 IPsec VPN tunnels with a hardwarebased VPN engine.

300Mbps Wireless N Outdoor AP EAP110-Outdoor
Built for outdoor Wi-Fi applications - Up to 300Mbps Wi-Fi
with 2x2 MIMO technology. High transmission power and high
gain antennas provide a long range coverage area. -Durable,
weatherproof enclosure to withstand fair and foul weather.Free
Auranet Controller Software lets administrators easily manage
hundreds of EAPs.

Load Balance Broadband Router TL-R470T+
Up to 4 WAN ports equipped with advanced load balance to
guarantee maximum bandwidth and backup capabilities.
Provides extensive client account and network management
for administrators with supported PPPoE Server. Marshals
bandwidth resource to specific clients based on their unique
application environments.
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» TP-Link Deco: Best Mesh WiFi Router
Solutions
Deco Mesh network is a whole home Wi-Fi system designed to cover every corner in your house and
deliver seamless roaming experience. All deco models work together to build customized Wi-Fi with
wider coverage, faster speeds, and stable connection everywhere, every time.
What is Mesh WiFi?
Mesh WiFi is a whole home WiFi system built to eliminate dead zones and to provide uninterrupted WiFi
throughout your home.
Mesh systems enables devices in your network to have faster speeds, greater coverage, and a more reliable
connection. While traditional routers broadcast WiFi from a single point, mesh WiFi systems have multiple
access points.
When one unit links to the modem, that unit becomes the main hub. The other units (called “nodes”) will capture
and rebroadcast the router’s signal. The result is an efficient wireless network that provides a strong signal no
matter where you are.

What are the Benefits of Mesh WiFi?
Traditional routers come with a limited range. While adding a range extender can help with this issue, range extenders sacrifice speed for
connectivity. Mesh WiFi gives you the best of both worlds – so you can experience both powerful speeds and long-range connectivity

One Network for Your Entire Home

Stable Long Range Connectivity

Easy Setup and Management

One Network for Your Entire Home

With a Mesh WiFi router, you can skip

With a mesh router, you can get a powerful

Most mesh routers on the market today come

Some mesh routers like the TP-Link Deco M9

signing into a new network every time you

and stable connection no matter where

with easy network setup and management,

Plus are so advanced that they function as

go upstairs and stay connected to a single

you are in your home. Because each mesh

allowing you to toggle network settings,

a WiFi router and a smart hub, connecting

sturdy network no matter where you are.

node piggybacks off the other nodes signal,

check speeds, and enact parental controls.

your Zigbee, Bluetooth and WiFi devices

Mesh technology is smart and intuitive,

you can get powerful WiFi whether you’re

and enabling you to manage all your smart

letting you stay online even if one of your

at the top of the stairs or the bottom of the

devices through the Deco app.

mesh nodes fails.

basement.
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» OMADA: Free Centralized Management
Omada enables the network administrators to monitor and manage all the Omada products in the
network with a centralized management platform. This allows for great wireless scalability and remote
network management, saving time and no extra IT staff fee will be needed.

Omada Cloud Controller OC200

Omada Business Wireless Solution

Omada Wireless Wall-Plate AP

EAP CONTROLLER

Omada Wi-Fi network controller. Accessible

Wireless MU-MIMO Gigabit Ceiling Mount

Designed for office cubical and hotel room

Monitor and manage hundreds of EAPs in a

through direct access, cloud portal or mobile

Access Point EAP 225 | EAP245

wired and wireless connections

single or multiple sites

app
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»Zyxel | Integrated networking solutions
for non-stop business connectivity.
ZyXEL’s comprehensive lineup of end-to-end networking solutions provides a truly integrated platform that works
for your business. With ease of use, our products help eliminate repetitive network management tasks, save time
and allow businesses to fully take advantage of an integrated network.

ALL SOLUTIONS
ZyXEL provides DSL, Fiber and WiMAX products and solutions to
users with limitless possibilities,. Through ZyXEL’s wire and wireless
network access solutions, multiple services could be provided
from operators to the subscribers seamlessly. Customer needs for
innovative broadband applications like Internet access, high-speed
data transmission, voice or video conferencing and High-Definition
IPTV can be fulfilled
completely and professionally.
Service Provider
AP Controller Technology LTE Solutions
IP Surveillance End-to-end VDSL2 17a/30a Solutions
VDSL2 Fiber to the X
Powerline Home Networking

Education

Hospitality

Small Business
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HP Enterprise

QNAP

We help clients use technology to reduce the time it takes to

Whether starting out or growing; businesses require a rock

turn ideas into value. In turn, they transform sectors, markets

solid IT infrastructure that will ensure that they have the right

and lives.

tools, hardware and potential to continue growing. And out

Some of our clients have traditional IT environments. Most

of all the elements in an IT base, storage is the lifeblood that

are changing to a secure infrastructure, enabled for the

keeps a company moving forward.

cloud and mobile. Many depend on a combination of both.

QNAP provides a full range of cutting-edge network-attached

Whatever the point of that process they are in, we provide the

storage devices that not only fulfill storage needs, but also

technology and solutions to help them succeed.

provide a wide range of services and features to greatly
increase the productivity and options of your business.

Huawei

PURESTORAGE

Huawei is an independent, privately-held company that

Get more from your data. Pure Storage empowers innovators
to build a better world with data by delivering a simple,
evergreen platform that enables organizations of all kinds to
turn data into intelligence and advantage.
Pure’s leaders are focused on guiding the creation of innovative solutions
that drive great customer experience and meaningful results.

provides Information and Communications Technology (ICT).
With integrated solutions across four key domains — telecom
networks, IT, smart devices, and cloud services — we are
committed to bringing digital to every person, home, and
organization for a fully connected, intelligent world.

Contact
Ricky Altez

Veronica Alonso

Alejandro Capote

e-mail: ricky_altez@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: ricky.altez.sbox

veronica_alonso@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: veronica.alonso.sbox

alejandro_capote@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: alejandro.capote.sbox

Team Leader Hpe | Aruba | HP Inc
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HPE Gen10 Servers: A new computing experience
Know the safest industry standard servers in the world.

HPE ProLiant MicroServer Gen10

HPE DL380 Gen10 Server

HPE Synergy 12000 Frame.

The HPE ProLiant MicroServer Gen10
delivers an affordable compact entry level
server specifically designed for small offices,
home offices, or small business environments.
This compact and easy to use server can be
placed almost anywhere. Simple access to
hard drives, memory and PCIe slots allow
easy management, installation and upgrades.
HPE MicroServer Gen10 is available with
ClearOS Software from HPE delivering an
intuitive Web based GUI and application
marketplace that is pre-loaded on your
hard drive, making it ready to use right out
of the box. It utilizes the AMD® accelerated
processing unit (APU) with graphics cores
embedded to improve graphic software
performance without installing an additional
PCIe graphics adapter.

The world’s best-selling server1 just got
better. The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10
Server delivers the latest in security,
performance and expandability. While backed
by a comprehensive warranty, makes it ideal
for any server environment. Standardize on
the industry’s most trusted compute platform.
The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server is
securely designed to reduce costs and
complexity, the Intel® Xeon® Processor
Scalable Family with up to a 71% performance
gain and 27% increase in cores2, plus the HPE
2666 MT/s DDR4 SmartMemory supporting
3.0 TB6 and up to 11%3 faster than 2400
MT/s. It supports 12 Gb/s SAS, and up to 20
NVMe drive plus a broad range of compute
options.

HPE Synergy 12000 Frames are uniquely
architected as Composable Infrastructure (CI)
to match the powerful infrastructure-as-code
capabilities of the HPE intelligent software
architecture.
Flexible access to compute, storage, and fabric
resources allows for use and re-purposing.
Linking multiple Synergy Frames efficiently
scales the infrastructure with a dedicated
single view of the entire 
management
network.
The creation of multiple compostable
domains in the infrastructure can efficiently
provide the resources available to the
company. 
HPE Synergy Frames reduce
complexity by using intelligent self-discovery
to find all available resources to accelerate
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» HP Enterprise: Simplifying Hybrid IT
For businesses of all sizes looking to achieve the agility and economics od the cloud with a
hyperconverged solution that has bult-in data protection and efficiency plus easy VM management
and mobility and global intelligence, HPE Simplivity is the answer
WHY HYPERCONVERGENCE?
This enterprise-ready, pre-integrated, hyperconverged
solution scales to 16 nodes per cluster/96 nodes
per federation (for large ROBO environments, 48
2-node clusters per federation) and 16-node stretch
clusters for campus-scale deployments. This family
of solutions dramatically simplifies IT by combining
all infrastructure and advanced data services
for virtualized workloads—including VM-centric
management and mobility, data protection, and
guaranteed data efficiency. Plus, HPE SimpliVity now
integrates with HPE InfoSight to predict and prevent
infrastructure problems before they happen. Through
telemetry and machine learning, HPE InfoSight for
HPE SimpliVity can dramatically cut down on routine
and common issues to transform how infrastructure is
managed and supported

ToR switches
Legacy servers and
hypervisor
Storage switch
HA shared storage
Backup and dedupe
WAN optimization
SSD array
Storage caching

Data protection apps
(backup and replication)

Intuitive, VM-centric management with rapid deployment and scale
• 91% increase in time spent on new projects4
• Effectively run all virtualized workloads—SQL Server, VDI, Collaboration,
DevOps, Docker
• 88% of customers see dramatic application performance improvement5
All IT infrastructure and advanced data services in a single building block
• Under 1 minute to back up and restore a 1 TB VM6
• Save 90% capacity across storage and backup combined7
• 69% cost savings compared to traditional IT infrastructure8

Transform your VM environment into a private cloud
• Support for both VMware vSphere® and Microsoft Hyper-V
• Enables efficient multicloud environments by deploying applications
and managing VMs easily and quickly common issues to transform how
infrastructure is managed and supported
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» Nimble Storage: Predictive, radically
simple and cloud ready
The HPE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash array is truly adaptive. It is designed for both Primary
and Secondary flash workloads. It is a Hybrid Flash array for mixed, primary workloads, where cost
efficient flash performance is important. It is a Secondary Flash array for backup and DR while
allowing you to put your backup data to work.
Experience the Power of Predictive
HPE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash Arrays combine a flash-efficient
architecture with HPE InfoSight predictive analytics to achieve fast,
reliable access to data and 99.9999% guaranteed availability. Your
storage investment made today will support you well into the future,
thanks to our technology and business-model innovations

HPE Nimble Storage Adaptative Flash Arrays
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World’s Most Intelligent Storage

For Mission-critical Apps

» HPE Primera: Next-generation storage platform
HPE Primera is our new high-end storage platform for mission-critical apps. It combines
HPE InfoSight analytics with simplified upgrades and management for superior performance
with minimal operations overhead.

Experience the Power of Predictive
HPE introduces Primera, a new generation of tier-0, mission-critical storage, for customers demanding the highest
levels of performance, resilience, and scalability. With built-in HPE InfoSight intelligence, a redesigned operating
system that simplifies management and a new architecture optimized for NVMe and storage class memory (SCM),
HPE Primera is 2X faster than the previous generation HPE 3PAR, in one-third of the footprint.

Play
card
HPE Primera incorporates a u-nique, all-active architecture that is multinode and massively parallel, which delivers
For HPE and Channel Partner internal use only.

limitless parallelization and tunes itself for self-optimizing and peak performance at scale. HPE Primera Storage offers
all-inclusive software as part of the array—meaning no hidden or additional software costs.

THEHPE
HPEPRIMERA
PRIMERASTORAGE
STORAGEARRAY
ARRAYFAMILY
FAMILY
THE

A630/C630*

A650/C650*

A670/C670*

HPE InfoSight predictive analytics
• Max. raw capacity: A630—250 TiB/
C630*—
• Base chassis: 2U
• Max. number of nodes: 2
• Max. no. of SFF drives: 24 (base chassis)
• DIMMs per node: 8
• Memory capacity per node: 128 GiB
• On-node NVMe boot drives: 1

• Max. raw capacity: A650—800 TiB/
C650*—
• Base chassis: 4U
• Max. number of nodes: 4
• Max. no. of SFF drives: 48 (base chassis)
• DIMMs per node: 16
• Memory capacity per node: 256 GiB
• On-node NVMe boot drives: 2

• Max. raw capacity: A670—1600 TiB/
C670*—
• Base chassis: 4U
• Max. number of nodes: 4
• Max. no. of SFF drives: 48 (base chassis)
• DIMMs per node: 16
• Memory capacity per node: 512/1024 GiB
• On-node NVMe boot drives: 2

All-inclusive software and 100% Availability Guarantee

COMPETITION
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» Huawei | Leading New ICT, the Road to Digital Transformation
Achieve non-blocking switching and zero packet loss in high-concurrency, heavy-load environments by
leveraging full-programmable chipsets and innovative cell switching technology.

Switches | Ethernet
4

2
1
CloudEngine 12800

Data center Switch

S12700

Agile switch

S900

Terabit core

3

CloudEngine(1) S6700 (2)

S7700

Smart routing

10ge switch

Data Center
switch

S5700 (3)

GE Switch

S1700(4)

SMB Switch

Access Routers | Core Routers

NE5000E

Core Router

NE20E- x6

NE40E-x3/x8/x16

Core Router

Core Router

NE16EX

Core Router

AR1200
A. Router G3

AR2200
A. Router G3

AR3200
A. Router G3

AR530/50
Industrial

AR150/160/200

Smb Router

Access Control | Access Point
1
3

Wi-Fi ACCESS

1- AC6005 256
Aps 2k Users.
2- AC6605 1000
Aps 10k Users.

2

1

2

4

3

4

Wi-Fi ACCESS

3- ACU2 2K Aps
32k Users.
4- AC6805 6k
Aps 64k Users.

Outdoor Wi-Fi APs

1- AP8030DN. 2- AP8050TN.
3-P8050DN. 4- AP8082D.

1

2

3

4

7

8

9

10

5

6

Indoor Wi-Fi APs

2- AP1050-S. 2- AP2051DN-S. 3- AP4050DN HD. 4- AP5030DN. 5- AP6050DE. 6- AP7050DE.

7- AP2050DN. 8- AP4050DE-M. 9- AP4051TN. 10- AP5510W-SP.
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» Huawei | The Best Storage for Your Business
Servers

KunLun

Mission Critical
Server

FusionCube

Hyper-converged
Infrastructure

X6800 Fusion Server

E9000 Fusion Server

High-density Serve

2288H Fusion Server
Two-socket Rack Server

Converged Infrastructure
Blade server

Storage

Dorado V3

6000 V3

All Flash Array

Mission Critical Storage

5000/2000 v3

Entry-level and
Mid-range Storage

5288 V3 Fusion Server

Large-capacity Rack Server

Software

FusionStorage

Fully Converged
Cloud Storage

Energy

FusionPower5000-S
Entry-level and
Mid-range Storage

UPS5000-S

(50-800 kVA)

UPS5000-A
(30-800 kVA

UPS5000-E

UPS2000-G

(25-800 kVA)

(1-20 kVA)

Smart Modular Data Centers
Fusion Module 2000

Dual-Row or Single Row

Fusion Module 800

1 to 8 Cabinets

Fusion Module 500

Integrated Cabinet

UPS2000-A
(1-10 kVA)

Prefabricated Modular
Data Centers
Fusion Module 1000A 20ft
Fusion Module 1000A 40ft
Fusion Module 1000B
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» Huawei | Intelligent video & data analytics
IVS - CORE

CloudIVS 9000

Video Sharing, Video Analitics &
Video Big Data.
Manages up to 500,000 cameras
and connects to up to 1024 domains across eight levels.
Support concurrent calculation
of 100,000 channels over the
entire network|

CloudIVS 3000

Video Sharing & Video Analitics.
CloudIVS Storage, Compute, and
Retrieval Node. Supports up to
600,000 cameras in both local
and external domains.
Up to 1024 access channels and
hardisk: 40 × 10 TB SATA HDDs.

VCN Video Cloud Plataform

VCN Video Cloud Plataform

VCN510-16 / VCN510-16P / VCN510-16PD
Video Access: 16-channel
Hard Disk: 2

VCN510-64

VCN510-8 / VCN510-8P
Video Access: 8-channel
Hard Disk: 2

M2221-FL

X1281-F

X2221-FL

Hard Disk: 8

X2221-FLG

X2261-FL

DOMO CAMERA
SItuation Awareness Cameras

Vehicle Cameras
X1281-F

Video Access: 64-channel

IVS - IP CAMERAS

BULLET CAMERA
Face And Body Cameras
M1221-F

VCN510-32
Video Access: 32-channel
Hard Disk: 4

X2221-CL | X2261-FL

X2221-FL

X2221-FLG
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» Huawei | Soluciones eLTE
Build a wireless network rapidly with Huawei’s portable, always-ready eLTE Rapid Broadband
Trunking System. Use where the public communication network is down or signals are weak
during events or in emergency situations.

eLTE Rapid Deployment Broadband Trunking System
The

eLTE

Rapid

Deployment

Broadband

Trunking

System

integrates the functions of a Core Network (CN) device, base station,
and dispatching system into a compact chassis. Ideal for rapid
deployment in the field where limited coverage area is sufficient.
eLTE core network functions — dispatcher, RF transmitter, antennae,
and power supply — are included and preconfigured for quick and
easy installation.
Ideal for locations where the public communications network is
down or events and emergency situations experience weak signals.

Use cases
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» Huawei | Industry leader ISP & Optical access
OLT| Optical access platform, leading GPON and XG(S)-PON
Huawei OLT simplifies network architecture, reduces device investment and O&M costs, and improves network
deployment efficiency. PON/10G PON/GE/10GE in the same platform can help operators carry out smooth
network evolution and protect their investments.

MA5800-X17

MA5800-X15

11 U (height), 21 inch (width), 2
Control board slots, 17 Service
boards, DC dualpower for backup.
Control Board Switching capacity:
3.6 Tbit/s, NNI: 10GE/GE,
UNI:
272*GPON or 136*10G GPON or
816*GE/FE or 408*10GE

MA5800-X17

2 U (height), 19 inch (width), 2 Control board slots, 2 Service
boards. DC dual power for backup, AC power + Battery
option. Control Board Switching capacity: 480 Gbit/s.
NNI: 10GE/GE, UNI: 32*GPON or 16*10G GPON or 96*GE/FE or
16*10GE

MA5800-X7

11 U (height), 19 inch (width), 2
Control board slots, 15 Service
boards, DC dual power for
backup. Control Board Switching
capacity: 3.6 Tbit/s, NNI: 10GE/GE,
UNI: UNI: 240*GPON or 120*10G
GPON or 720*GE/FE or 360*10GE

MA5801-GP08

1 U (height), 19 inch (width), 8 GPON, Control Board
Switching capacity: 3.6 Tbit/s, NNI: 10GE/GE and
UNI: GPON.

6 U (height), 19 inch (width), 2
Control board slots, 7 Service
boards, DC dual power for backup.
Control Board Switching capacity:
3.6 Tbit/s, NNI: 10GE/GE,
UNI:
112*GPON or 56*10G GPON or
336*GE/FE or 168*10GE.

MA5801-CG04

1 U (height), 19 inch (width), 8 GPON, Control Board Switching
capacity: 3.6 Tbit/s. NNI: 10GE/GE and UNI: GPON.

ONT | Building ultra-broadband, simplified, and intelligent enterprise.

Featuring simplified deployment in just eight minutes, ultra-broadband and high integration

HG8010H

Type: Bridge
NNI: GPON
UNI: 1 x GE

HG8010H

Type: Bridge
NNI: GPON
UNI: 2 x POTS
4 x GE, 2.4
WiFi, 1 x USB.

HG8010H

Type: Wi-FI
NNI: GPON
UNI: 2 x POTS
4 x GE, 2.4
WiFi, 1 x USB.
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» Huawei | Access solutions ONT and ONU
ONT
HG8247H5

HG8245Q2

Type: Wi-FI
NNI: GPON
UNI: 2 x POTS 4
x GE, 1 x RF, 2.4
Wi-Fi, 1 x USB

HG8247Q

Type: Wi-Fi
NNI: GPON
UNI: 2 x POTS
4 x GE, 2.4/5.8
Wi-Fi, 1 x USB.

Type: Wi-FI
NNI: GPON
UNI: 2 x POTS
4 x GE, 2.4
WiFi, 1 x USB.

ONU
EG8080P

EG8040P

EG8240P

Type: Enterprise
NNI: 1 x GPON
UNI: 8 x GE - PoE
and PoE+

Type: Enterprise
NNI: 1 x GPON
UNI: 4 x GE - POE

Type: Enterprise
NNI: GPON
UNI: 4 x GE(PoE)
x POTS

MA5633
EA5821
EG8084P

Type: Industrial
NNI: 1 x GPON/XG-PON/XGS-PON
UNI: 8 x GE

Type: Enterprise / Industrial
NNI: 1 x 10 GPON
UNI: 8 x GE
UNI: 24 x GE
UNI: 24 x GE PoE and PoE+.

Type: Industrial
NNI: 1/2 x 10 GPON
Number of co
ncurrent online CMs:
1023 DOCSIS
3.0-compliant and
DOCSIS
3.1-compliant CMs

EG8280P

Type: Enterprise
NNI: 1 x GPON /XGPON/XGS/PON
UNI: 8 x GE PoE and
PoE+, 2 x PORTS

MA5694S

Type: Industrial
NNI: 1 x GPON a
VDSL2 port formed
by 4-port bonding
UNI:
3
x
GE
electrical ports+ 1
x GE optical port
(GPON upstream)
or : 2 x GE electrical
ports+ 1 x GE optical
port.
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Complete Storage Solution
Private Cloud for business & home
QNAP provides a comprehensive range of cutting-edge Network-attached Storage (NAS) and video surveillance solutions based
on the principles of usability, high security, and flexible scalability. QNAP offers quality NAS products for home and business
users, providing solutions for storage, backup / snapshot, virtualization, teamwork, multimedia, and more. QNAP envisions
NAS as being more than “simple storage”, and you have created many NAS-based innovations to encourage users to host and
develop Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, and machine learning solutions on their QNAP NAS.

For Business

* Tiered storage
* Snapshots & replication
* SSD caching

For Content creator

* Thunderbold connectivity
* Cross plataform operation
* Synchronisation

For Home User

* Backup to cloud storage
* Access vía mobile devices
* 4k transcoding
35
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Accelerate
Your Business
the Right Way

» QNAP: Enterprise storage solutions
Whether you’re looking for a powerful NAS, secondary storage, storage for virtualization, or
disaster recovery solutions, QNAP’s got it all. The complete enterprise-based NAS lineup all has
one commonality - reliability, durability and performance.

DUAL CONTROLLER NAS
HIGH RELIABILITY & HIGH AVAILABILITY
“Reliability” is the primary priority for mission critical business applications. The ES1640dc
adopts dual active active controllers to provide the most reliable base for business IT storage.
The ES1640dc connects to the JBOD enclosure EJ1600 via the dual path mini-SAS design to
sustain continuous operations even if an external JBOD cable is disconnected. Designed around
redundancy, the ES1640dc is the best realization of reliable enterprise storage for uninterrupted
mission-critical enterprise tasks and productivity.
Servergrade hardware – GPU pass-through support – Storage for Big data analitycs – 10GBE/40GBE ready - Powered by
dual Intel Xenon processors.

HYPERCONVERGED STORAGE SOLUTION
EQUIPPED WITH SERVER-GRADE HARDWARE
TDS-16489U’s hardware specifications are designed to meet the needs of environment
demanding high performance, simplified IT management, uninterrupted services, and
virtualization capabilities. With its flexibility in expanding its memory (up to 1TB) and capacity (up
to 1,152TB), the NAS acts as more than just storage, but also as computing-intensive machine.
Servergrade hardware – GPU pass-through support – Storage for Big data analitycs – 10GBE/40GBE ready - Powered by
dual Intel Xenon processors.

TIME IS MONEY
10GBE SPEEDS TO BOAST YOUR TRANSFER SPEEDS
When businesses grow with increased users and activities, Gigabit network on a storage backend can easily decrease everyone’s work efficiency. All QNAP enterprise storage comes with
10GbE connectivity, which gives you 10 times the speed of your average Gigabit network to help
businesses grow and dramatically increase work productivity.
Servergrade hardware – GPU pass-through support – Storage for Big data analitycs – 10GBE/40GBE ready - Powered
by dual Intel Xenon processors.
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» PureStorage: Bridge the Cloud Divide
Pure Storage introduces complete business continuity that requires no third site, no extra hardware, licenses, or
fees, and no more than a few minutes to set up. Purity ActiveCluster is a multi-site, Active/Active stretch cluster
that makes the highest levels of availability easy and affordable for everyone.

No compromises
Provide capacity-optimized apps with the power of all-flash NVMe. Deliver consistent, reliable experience across workloads.

Enterprise-grade storage
Provide QLC-optimized Evergreen storage with data reduction, built for 99.9999% availability, replication, and cloud portability.

Hyper consolidation
Hyper-consolidate large data stores with up to 5.2PB efective (1.39PB raw) storage in a tiny, three-, six-, or nine-rack unit
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» PureStorage
N° 1 All-Flash de storage.

» PureStorage: N° 1 All-Flash storage
Pure FlashArray//C is the first all-flash, NVMe storage array delivering consistent performance, hyper-consolidation,
and simplified management for applications.

100% NVMe, Enterprise Class All Flash Array
Shared Accelerated Storage for Every Workload,
FlashArray scales from entry-level workload acceleration
to the 3PB //X90. It provides a solution that can meet all
of your IT needs.

Accelerate critical applications
Get 3 PB of input data, in addition to the
fiber channel, iSCSI and NVMe over Fabrics
connectivity options. Make the most of
applications with scaling on the Web, SAP,
Oracle and Microsoft, in addition to VMware,
Hyper-V and container environments.

Manage all data without problems

Data protection everywhere

Purity for FlashArray // X offers the power of
modern data experience, along with data
services, global flash management and factory
support. In addition, it will always be Evergreen
™

Modernize your data protection. Purity
Snapshots and CloudSnap ™ allow data
portability from FlashArray // X to secondary
FlashArray, FlashBlade or NFS targets for
replication or to the AWS or Microsoft Azure
cloud for on-site backup.
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Cambium Networks.
Cambium

Networks

is

Ubiquiti Networks.
a

leading

global

Ubiquiti is focused on democratizing network

provider of wireless connectivity solutions

technology on a global scale — aggregate

that strengthen connections between people,

shipments of nearly 85 million devices play a key

places and things. ... Headquartered outside

role in creating networking infrastructure in over

Chicago and with R&D centers in the U.S., U.K.

200 countries and territories around the world. Our

and India, Cambium Networks sells through a

professional networking products are powered by

range of trusted global distributors.

our UNMS and UniFi software platforms to provide
high-capacity distributed Internet access.

Contact
Javier Berengue

Freddy Sigal

Mikrotik & Ubiquiti Certified Trainer
Wireless And FTTx Specialist
Email : javier_berengue@solutionbox.com.ar

Email: freddy_sigal@solutionboxusa.com

Security & Wireless Team Leader
Skype: Freddy.sigal.sbox@outlook.com

contact@solutionboxusa.com - www.solutionboxusa.com
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» Cambium Networks | Master Distribuitor
EPMP3000
Cambium
Networks’
ePMP™ Force 300-25
is designed to operate
in high interference
environments
and
provides
superior
throughput of over 500
Mbps of real user data.

ANTENA 4X4
MU-MIMO 5GHZ 90°
The
4×4
ePMP™
3000 Sector Antenna
encompasses all the
key diﬀ erentiations
of
the
Cambium
Antenna
line
and
adds 4X4 Multi User
MIMO
Capability.
Designed to work in 5
GHz spectrum and 90
degree coverage.

FORCE 300-16 DBI

FORCE 130 5Ghz

The F300-16 offers a
compelling, compact
subscriber or point to
point solution resilient
to
interference.
Supporting
peak
throughput
greater
than 500 Mbps, the
Force
300-16
also
supports an always on
spectrum analyzer.

Wireless
service
providers and enterprises
around the globe are
challenged to deliver
reliable connectivity.As
spectrum increasingly
becomes
a
scarce
commodity,
finding
the right broadband
connectivity solution is
vital.

ePMP Force 180

ePMP Force 190

ePMP Force 200 5 GHz

FORCE 300

The ePMP™ Force 180 5 GHz subscriber
module is the next generation of the
ePMP 5 GHz Integrated Radio offering
a higher-gain, integrated 16 dBi patch
antenna.

The ePMP™ Force 190 provides up to
200 Mbps throughput and low latency
with a high gain antenna in a compact
design.

The ePMP™ Force 200 5 GHz adds
a subscriber module and point-topoint (PTP) radio to ePMP’s 5 GHz line
of products and provides superior
throughput of over 200 Mbps of real
user data.

The High-gain ePMP Force
300-25
802.11AC
Wave
2
solution provides 500+ Mbps
peak throughput and alwayson spectrum analysis.

Cambium Networks Enterprise Line
cnPilot e410
The plenum-rated cnPilot™ e410 with 2×2 MU-MIMO packs a max transmit power
of 25 dBm and channels up to 80MHz wide on 5 GHz – offering more flexibility than
ever for both coverage and capacity.

cnPilot e500 Outdoor
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cnPilot™ e500 APs feature two Gigabit Ethernet ports and an AUX port capability,
enabling outdoor deployment anywhere with additional power available for
another backhaul radio, security camera, or other additional equipment.
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» Ubiquiti: High Performance Wireless Backhaul.
airFiber®ushers In a new era in price disruptive wireless technology, delivering amazing wireless
gigabit+ performance, low latency and long range, making it ideal for carrier backhaul, building-tobuilding enterprise use or public safety applications.
Software

Revolutionary Performance

Long-Range Links: 100+ km

airOS®F is the highly developed
firmware technology integrated
into the airFiber product line. It is
intuitive, versatile, and designed
to require no training for use.

Surpassing conventional wired
backhauls, the airFiber®5 delivers
real throughput of up to 1.2+ Gbps.

Designed
to
be
a
highperformance
backhaul,
the
airFiber®5 performs at a range of
up to 100+ km.

Frequency
Throughput
Range

Low-Latency Carrier
Backhaul
The
airFiber®5
supports
FDD
(Frequency
Division
Duplexing) in full-duplex mode
for < 1 ms latency, resulting in
increased efficiency for carrier-

AF5		 AF5U		 AF24			AF24HD		AF-5X
Mid‑Band 5 GHz
1.2+ Gbps		
100+ km		

High-Band 5 GHz 		
24 GHz			
1.2+ Gbps		
1.4+ Gbps			
2 Gbps		
100+ km		
13+ km			
20+ km		

24 GHz		
500+ Mbps
200+ km

5 GHz

airFiber®operates in both FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) and HDD
(Hybrid Division Duplex) modes for
unparalleled speed and spectral ef-
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The Global Standard for Last Mile Connectivity
Now Connecting Hundreds of Millions of People.
Even in the Most Remote Areas of the Planet.

airMAX AC
airMAX® technology provides performance improvements in latency,
throughput and scalability compared to other outdoor systems in its class
airMAX®ac products support up to 450+ Mbps real TCP/IP throughput – up
to triple the performance of standard airMAX® models!

airOS
airOS® is the next generation of Ubiquiti’s intuitive and versatile firmware
technology and it is integrated into all airMAX®ac products.
Monitor, configure and control your devices* through a powerful, intuitive
user interface.

Technology:
airMAX®ac products support up to 450+ Mbps real TCP/IP throughput – up
to triple the performance of standard airMAX® models!

PowerBeam 5AC Gen2

LiteBeam 5AC Gen2

Rocket® AC

Rocket® Prism AC

Antenna Powerbeam Airmax Pbe 5ac
Gen2 Ubiquiti 50mbps 25km

2×2 MIMO airMAX® ac CPE

airMAX®ac BaseStation

Shielded airMAX® ac BaseStation
with airPrism® Technology.
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Now Much More than Wi-Fi.
UniFi is quickly expanding to a full Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) solution with seamless integration
of high-performance switching, gateways, and more.

UAP-nanoHD

UAP-IW-HD

UAP-AC-HD

4x4 MU-MIMO 802.11ac Wave
2 Access Point

UniFi Access Point InWall
Hi-Density

802.11ac Wave 2 Enterprise WiFi Access Point

UAP-AC-MESH

UMA-D

UniFi Mesh, 802.11AC
Indoor/Outdoor

UniFi Directional Dual Band
Antenna

ROUTING & SWITCHING
UniFi is a WiFi system which combines carrier class
performance, unlimited scalability, disruptive
pricing, and a virtual management controller..

UniFi® UCK-G2-PLUS

UniFi® UCK-G2

UniFi Cloud Key, G2, with HDD

UniFi Cloud Key, G2

UniFi® UAS-XG
XG Server Rack-Mountable

USW-Pro-24-POE Gen2

UniFi® USG

UniFi® US-24/US-48

The USW-Pro-24-POE is a configurable Gigabit Layer2 and Layer3 switch with auto-sensing
802.3at PoE+ and 802.3bt PoE++. Sixteen PoE+ and eight PoE++ RJ45 ethernet ports have
total 400W PoE budget, and two SFP+ ports offer 10Gbps uplink options. Near-silent cooling
and a 1.3” touch LCM.

Security Gateway
Enterprise
Gateway Router with Gigabit
Ethernet

Managed Gigabit Switch with SFP
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Grandstream

Yealink

Since 2002 Grandstream has been connecting the world
with SIP Unified Communications products and solutions
that allow businesses to be more productive than ever
before. Our award-winning solutions serve the small and
medium business and enterprises markets and have been
recognized throughout the world for their quality, reliability
and innovation.

Yealink One-Stop UC terminal solutions unifyvoice, video and
data, and are designed for businesses of all sizes. Our solutions
work for every kind of user, from executives to receptionists,
and can accommodate staff communicating from an office, a
conference room or on the go.

Yeastar

Jabra

Yeastar specializes in the developing and manufacturing
of IP-PBX and VoIP gateways, and is committed to the
distribution of new generation technology products in the
field of enterprise communications.

At Jabra we know what it takes to create the best sound
solutions. To achieve this, we offer improved experiences.
Our work is reflected in the products designed for you, that
give you everything you need to get an unparalleled call and
music experience.

Contact
Alejandra Murillo

Ana Rivero

e-mail: alejandra_murillo@solutionbox.com.ar
Skype: aamurilloor

e-mail: ana_rivero@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: ana_rivero@solutionboxusa.com

Team Leader Telephony Solutions
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» Grandstream | Connecting to the world

GXV3380

GXV3350

IP Video Phone for Android

Smart Video Phone for Android that,

16-line IP video phone, 720p HD

Mid-Range IP Phone

16 lines, 16 SIP accounts, dual Gigabit

16 line IP with a multi-platform video

5 inch 1280x720,

8 lines, 4 SIP accounts, dual

ports, PoE, 7” touchscreen, integrated

collaboration, Android 7.0 8 inch

dual

WiFi and Bluetooth, Android 7.0

1280x800.

WiFi, Android 7.0.

GXV3370

GXP1780/1782
touch screen,

microphones,

integrated

Gigabit ports PoE, 32 digital BLF/
speed dial keys

GXP2170

GXP2160

GXP2140

GXP2135

GXP2130

Enterprise HD IP Phone

Enterprise HD IP Phone

Small Business HD IP Phone 4

Enterprise HD IP Phone

Enterprise HD IP Phone

12 lines, 6 SIP accounts, dual Gigabit

6 lines, 6 SIP accounts, dual

lines, 4 SIP accounts and 5-way

8 lines, 4 SIP accounts, dual

3 lines, 3 SIP accounts, dual

ports, PoE, 48 digital BLF/speed dial

Gigabit ports, PoE,

voice conferencing. HD audio on

Gigabit ports, PoE, 32 digital BLF/

Gigabit ports PoE, 8 BLF/speed

keys, Bluetooth

24 BLF/speed dial keys, Bluetooth

speakerphone.

speed dial keys.oth

dial keys, Bluetooth.

GXP1630

GXP1628

Small Business HD IP Phonel3 lines, 3

Small Business HD IP Phone 2

GXP1620/1625

SIP accounts, dual Gigabit ports, PoE,
8 BLF/speed dial key

GXP1610/1615

GXP2200 EXT

Small Business HD IP Phone 2 lines,

Small Business IP Phone

Backlit LCD, 40 BLF/speed dial

lines, 2 SIP accounts, dual Gigabit

2 SIP accounts, dual 10/100Mbps

2 line keys, 1 SIP account, dual

keys per module, supported by

ports, PoE, 8 BLF/speed dial keys

ports, PoE (GXP1625 only)

10/100MBps ports, PoE (GXP1615

GXP2140, GXP2170 and GXV3240

only
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» Grandstream | Enterprise solutions iP
voice, video & security

GRP2612

GRP2613

GRP2614

GRP2615

GRP2616

GBX20

IP Phone Enterprise

IP Phone Enterprise

IP Phone Enterprise

IP Phone Enterprise

IP Phone Enterprise

Extension-modules

IP Phone with 2.4 “color LCD screen,

24

keys

IP Phone with dual 2.8 ”and 2.4”

Advanced

supports 6 lines and 6 SIP accounts

4.3 inch (272x480) TFT color LCD,

4 line keys and 2 SIP accounts, has

(VPKs), dual Gigabit ports, a color

color LCD screen, integrated WiFi

Phone with 4.3 “color LCD screen,

while featuring a sleek design and

20 per page (each module contains

2 red ports (100 Mbps) Option with

LCD with swappable face plates for

and Bluetooth, 4 line keys and 4

integrated WiFi and Bluetooth, 10

a suite of next-generation features

2 pages, for up to 40 lines per

PoE and option with integrated

easy logo customization and more.

SIP accounts, it has 2 network ports

line keys and 16 SIP accounts, has 2

including

module. BLF, call park /pick-up,

WiFi (GRP2612W)Three dedicated

Supports up to 3 SIP accounts and

(Gigabit), integrated PoE. 8 BLF /

network ports (Gigabit), integrated

Bluetooth support, 48 virtual multi-

speed-dial,

softkeys, two volume keys.

6 multipurpose line keys.

Speed dial keys on the secondary

PoE. Expansion module (keypad)

purpose keys (MPKs).

voice conferencing transfer/forward

virtual

multi-purpose

Business

Class

IP

integrated

Wi-Fi,

presence,

intercom,

and more

optional.

GDS3710

GDS3705

GXV3610_HD /_FHD

GXV3611_IR_HD

GXV3674_FHD

GXV3500

HD IP Video Door System

IP Phone Enterprise

Outdoor/Indoor IP Camera

Indoor IP Camera

Outdoor/Indoor IP Camera

Video Encoder/Decoder

Built-in hemispheric camera for

Dual microphones and speaker

3.6mm lens ideal for wide angle

2.8mm lens for wide-angle/ close-

Variable-focal lens (2.8mm-12mm),

1-channel

180º view 1080p video resolution,

for

monitoring,

proximity monitor ing, Infrared,

IP66-certified

decoder/public

microphone and Weatherproof/

Weatherproof/vandal-resistant

PoE, SD card, built-in speaker/mic.

Infrared, PoE

vandal-resistant.

metal casing, RFID chip reader.

intercom

functionality,

light

sensors,

IP66

certified weather proof, PoE.

weatherproof

IP

video

encoder/

address

system

device, H.264, PoE

GXW4500

HT812/814/818

HT813

HT801/802

GXW4200 series

GXW4100 series

Analog Telephone Adapters

Analog Telephone Adapter

Analog Telephone Adapters

FXS Gateways

FXO/FXS Gateways

E1/T1/J1 Digital VoIP

2/4/8 fxs ports, 2 sip profiles, 2

1 fxs port, fxo port withlifeline

1/2 FXS ports, 1 10/100Mbps port, 1/2

16/24/32/48 FXS ports, 1 Gigabit

4/8 FXO ports, 2 SIP profiles,

Software-configurable E1/T1/J1

Gigabit networks ports with NAT

support 2 10/100mbps ports, 2 sips

SIP profiles, auto provisioning

network port, 4 sip server profiles

integrated NAT router.

port and supports PRI, SS7 and MFC

router, auto-provisioning.

profiles, auto provisioning.

per system, 132x48 backlit display

R2. Dual Gigabit network ports .
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» Grandstream | A video conferencing &
networking solutions for organizations
GVC3200/3202

GVC3210

GAC2500

Video Conferencing System

Video Conferencing Endpoint

HD IP Conference Phone

SAndroid, SIP and H.323 platforms,

Supports Android, SIP and H.323

Android based, 6 lines, 4.3” color

built-in MCU for 9/3-way video, 3/2

platforms, 4k video resolution, 2

screen, 7-way conference bridge,

HDMI

HDMI| outputs, Miracast screen-

Gigabit LAN port, PoE, integrated

Bluetooth, WiFi (GVC3200 only)

sharing, Bluetooth & Wifi.

WiFi & Bluetooth

IPVT10

DP750/DP720

DP760

Video Conferencing System

DECT Cordless HD IP Phones

Wideband DECT repeater

On-premise collaboration server, up

2 lines, 2 SIP accounts, dual-band

Pairs with DP750 to double its

to 300 participants, 10 simultaneous

WiFi, Bluetooth, 7.5 hour talk time,

range (extends an additional 300m

sessions, 120 video feeds per session,

150 hour standby time, push-to-

outdoors, 50m indoors)

built-in recording & reports.

talk, micro USB port, Android 7.0

WP810

WP820

WP850

Cordless Wi-Fi IP Phone

Cordless Wi-Fi IP Phone

Cordless Wi-Fi IP Phone

outputs,

screen-sharing,

dual-band 802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi,

1.17Gbps aggregate wireless , Up

1.17Gbps aggregate wireless , Up

By adding 6-hour talk time and

to 100 meters coverage range

to 100 meters coverage range

HD voice with dual-MICs 2 SIP

Self power adaptation upon auto

Self power adaptation upon auto

accounts, 2 lines

detection of PoE/PoE+ and PSE

detection of PoE/PoE+ and PSE

GWN7602

GWN7602

GSC3570

Wi-Fi AP Integrated Ethernet Switch

Wi-Fi AP Integrated Ethernet Switch

HD Intercom control station

1.17Gbps aggregate wireless , Up

1.17Gbps aggregate wireless , Up

7 inch 1024x600 capacitive touch

to 100 meters coverage range

to 100 meters coverage range

screen, Dual-band 802.11 ac Wi-Fi,

Self power adaptation upon auto

Self power adaptation upon auto

4x alarm input ports and 1x alarm

detection of PoE/PoE+ and PSE

detection of PoE/PoE+ and PSE

output, Supports PoE.

UCM6200 series

UCM6510

HA100

IP PBX

IP PBX

High Availability Controller

UCM6202/6204:

to

500

Up to 2000 users, 200 concurrent

Interfaces Back Panel: 2 FXS A, 2 FXS

concurrent

calls,

calls, E1/T1/J1, 2 FXS ports, auto

B, 2 FXO A, 2 FXO B, 1 T1/E1 A, 1 T1/E1 B,

2/4 FXO ports, 2 FXS ports, auto-

provisioning, CDR, pair 2 UCM6510s

2 LAN/ 2 WAN

provisioning, CDR

with an HA100 for a high-availability

Interfaces Front Panel: 2 FXS ports, 2

solution.

FXO ports, 1 T1/E1, 1 LAN/1 WAN, 1 RS-

users,

35/45

Up

485 for Primary UCM6510, 1 RS-485
for Secondary UCM6510
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Easy Collaboration, High Productivity

» Yealink | Wireless DECT Conference Phone
CP960

Yealink CP960
Enterprise-grade

device

for

medium-to-

large-sized meetings Android-based 5-inch
color

touch

screen.

Expandable

coverage

with additional Yealink CPW90 Wireless Mic
Supports Star Connection with up to 3 models.

CP920

CP930W

Yealink CP920

YealinK CP930W

Mid-range device for small- to medium-sized meetings
3.1-inch, 248x120-pixel graphical LCD display Touchsensitive key pad for direct operations Supports both SIP
and PSTN conference calls via optional Yealink CPN10.

Wireless DECT, well-suited for wireless meeting
environments 3.1-inch, 248x120-pixel graphical LCD
display Built-in 3-array microphone Rechargeable battery
with up to 24 hours of talk time, 4 hours of charging time

VP59
T58A

T54W

T57W

T53/T53W

Serie T5X
Flagship Smart Video Phone VP59

Smart Business Phone T58A with Camera

Prime Business Phone T54W

Flagship smart video phone for C-levels and workgroups
with video collaboration demands · 8” 1280x800-pixel
color touch display, fully adjustable · 1080p HD business
video · 27 touch memory keys, 16 SIP accounts · HDMI
output · Call recording and wireless USB headset support.
Color-screen Expansion Module for Yealink T5 Series 4.3inch color-screen LCD. It provides you with a simple user
interface.

Android based smart phone, 7” 1024x600-pixel color touch
display, fully adjustable · Plug and play 720p HD video camera
· 27 touch memory keys, 16 SIP accounts ·

· Mid-level phone · 4.3” 480x272-pixel color display, fully
adjustable · 10 line keys, 16 SIP accounts, 27 memory keys
· USB port integrated for call recording and wireless headset

Prime Business Phone T57W

Prime Business Phone T53W

Premium-level · 7” 800x480-pixel color touch display,
fully adjustable · 29 touch keys, 16 SIP accounts · USB port
integrated for call recording and wireless headset

Entry-level phone,· 3.7” 360x160-pixel graphical display, fully
adjustable · 8 line keys, 12 SIP accounts, 21 memory keys ·
USB port integrated for call recording and wireless USB headse
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» Yealink | Clear and life-like voice communications
Yealink T4x Series

SIP-T48S

SIP-T46S

7” 800 x 480-pixel color touch screen
with backlight. USB 2.0. Up to 16 SIP
accounts. Dual-port Gigabit Ethernet.
PoE support. Paperless label design.
Headset, Wi-Fi via WF40. expansion
modules EXP40|

4.3” 480 x 272-pixel color display
with backlight. Opus codec support.
USB 2.0. Up to 16 SIP accounts. Dualport Gigabit Ethernet. PoE support.
Paperless label design. Headset, Wi-Fi
via WF40. Expansion modules

SIP-T42S
2.7” 192x64-pixel graphical LCD
with backlight. Opus codec support.
USB 2.0. Up to 12 SIP accounts Dualport Gigabit Ethernet. PoE support,
Paperless label design. Headset, EHS
support

SIP-T40G

EXP40

Yealink Optima HD voice. 2.3” 132x64pixel graphical LCD with backlight.
Dual-port Gigabit Ethernet. Up to three
SIP accounts. Paper label-free design.
Opus codec support. PoE support.
Headset.

Expansion Module for the SIP-T46S,
SIP-T48S. graphic LCD. Two pages of
20 flexible buttons are shown on the
display can be programmed up to 40
various features.

SIP-T29G

SIP-T27G

SIP-T23G

Yealink Optima HD voice, Dual-port
Gigabit Ethernet, 4.3” 480 x 272-pixel
color display with backlight. Wi-Fi
via WF40. Bluetooth via BT40. USB
recording. Up to 16 SIP accounts.
Paper label free design. PoE support.
Supports expansion modules EXP20

Yealink Optima HD voice. 3.66”.
240x120-pixel graphical LCD with
backlight. Gigabit. USB 2.0. Opus
codec support. Up to 6 SIP accounts.
Paper label free design. PoE support.
Headset, EHS support. Supports
expansion modules EXP20

Yealink HD Voice. Dual-port Gigabit
Ethernet. PoE support. 132 x 64-pixel
graphical LCD. Up to 3 SIP accounts.
Opus codec support. Supports Dualcolor LEDs. Headset support. Wall
mountable. IPv6 support. Paperless
design.

SIP-T21P

SIP-T19P

EXP20 Module

Yealink HD Voice. 132 x 64-pixel
graphical LCD with backlight. Two-port
10/100M Ethernet Switch. PoE support
(T21P E2). Opus codec support. Up to

132x64-pixel graphical LCD. Two-port
10/100 Ethernet Switch. PoE support
(T19P E2). Opus codec support. Up to
1 SIP account. Headset support. Wall

EXP20 for SIP-T27G and SIP-T29G
Display LCD 160x320 pixels. contains
20 physical. Dual color LED keys

Yealink T2 Series

2 SIP accounts. Headset support.
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» Yealink | Dect IP Phone & Accesories
ACCESORIES

W60P

W53P

W41P

RT30

2.4” 240 x 320 color screen with intuitive
user interface. Up to 8 concurrent calls . Up
to 8 DECT cordless handset. Up to 8 VoIP
accounts. Support Opus audio codec. Up to
30-hour talk time. Up to 400-hour standby
time. Quick charging: 10-min charge time for
2-hour talk time.

1.8” 128 x 160 TFT color screen with intuitive
user interface. Up to 8 concurrent calls. Up to 8
DECT cordless handsets. Up to 8 SIP accounts.
Support Opus audio codec. Up to 18-hour
talk time. Up to 200-hour standby time. Quick
charging: 10-min charge time for 2-hour talk time.

HD sound. Up to 4 simultaneous external
calls. Up to 2 simultaneous calls per handset.
Up to 5 DECT cordless handsets . Up to
5 VoIP accounts . 1.8” color display with
intuitive user interface . 5~10 hours talk time,
100 hours standby time

W52P

Easy Installation without Wired LAN. DECT
Technology. 2.7” 192x64-pixel graphical LCD
with backlight. HD voice: HD handset, HD speaker. 4 context-sensitive “soft” keys. 15 paperless
DSS key. 6 line keys with LED. Compatible with
Yealink DECT IP base station W60B.

Compatible with W60B DECT base statio. Up
to 6 repeaters per base station. Support for
cascade (up to 2 repeaters in each cascade)
LED status display Wall mountable.

BT40

CAM50 HD Camera

CPN10

CPW90 -CP

D10K

Supports Yealink SIP T27G/T29G/
T46G/T48G/T41S/T42S/T46S/T48S.

2 mega-pixel HD Camera. 720p@30fps.
Ease-of-use. Plug and Play.

Withthis PSTN box CPN10, our Yealink CP860/
CP920 can both support the conferencing
callbased on SIP protocol and PSTN.

Full duplex technology. 10-foot (3-meter) 360°
voice pickup. Capacitive mute touchpad. Echo
cancellation. DECT Technology

Yealink DECT dongle DD10K enables T41S/
T42S to work concurrently with Yealink
W60B DECT IP base

EHS36

WF50

WF40

YHS33

YLPOE30

Provides the technical interface between
Yealink SIP T48S/T48G/T46S/T46G/T42S/
T42G/T41S/T41P/T40G/T40P/T29G/
T27G/T27P IP Phones and a compatible
wireless headset.

Compatible with Yealink SIP-T27G/T41S/T42S/
T46S/T48S IP Phone (Version 84). 2.4GHz (150
Mbps) Wi-Fi network or a 5GHz (up to 433 Mbps)
Wi-Fi network.

Supports Yealink SIP-T27G/T29G/T46G/
T48G/T41S/T42S/T46S/T48S/T52S/T54S.
Frequency Range: 2.4GHz

Ultra microphone noise cancelling, Ergonomic
design for all day comfort. 330° pivoting microphone boom. 1 x RJ9 headset jack. 1 meter cord
line. Quick-disconnect (QD) cord

power supply for Yealink CP960 IP
conference phone. standard: IEEE802.3af,
IEEE802.3at. Interface: 10/100/1000M PoE
ports. LED indicators: PWR, PoE.

ACCESORIES
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» Yealink | Easy Video Conferencing

Yealink Meeting Server (YMS)

Yealink Cloud

The Yealink Meeting Server is a distributed cloud-based video conferencing infrastructure

Yealink Cloud is a distributed cloud-based service platform tailored for multi-way video

tailored for HD video conferencing collaboratio. All-in-one meeting server, YMS brings

conferencing collaboration. As a powerful all-in-one service platform, Yealink VC Cloud not

MCU, registrar server, directory server, traversal server, meeting and device management

only brings MCU, registrarserver, traversal server, meeting management server, meeting

server, SIP Trunk, WebRTC server, GK &amp; H.460 server, Microsoft SfB (Lync) gateway,

control server, device management server, enterprise directory server, GK&amp;H.460 server,

recording server and collaboration server together.

WebRTC server, Microsoft SfB (Lync) server, and so on together.

VC800 Room system

VC500 Video Conferencing Endpoint

VC200 Video Conferencing Endpoint

VC880

VC800 full-HD video conferencing system Equipped with the
strongest embedded MCU within the industry, VC800 can
support 24-site HD video conferencing.
Features: 1080P@60FPS &amp; 12x optical camera, Supports
collaboration touch panel, video conferencing microphone
array, supports conference phone CP960.

Optimized for small and medium meeting rooms, Yealink VC500
Featuring 1080P60 &amp; 5x optical PTZ camera, 83° wide-angle lens resolution, H.265 codec, and flexible audio options
(users can choose either wireless microphones or microphone
array)

The Yealink VC200 is an ideal choice for huddle rooms. With
the camera and codec all-in-one design. provides 4K resolution
ratio with 4x e-PTZ camera. Its 103° wide-angle lens brings
everyone in view without adjusting the camera. is based on
Android OS, H.265/HEVC codec and built-in beamforming
microphone array to support directed voice pickup.

VC880 Video Conferencing System Powerful multi-camera
solution, supports up to 9 cameras H.323/SIP dual protocols,
resist up to 30% packet loss 2x HDMI-out, with video/audio/
electric output three-in-one 1x HDMI-in for third-party
camera 2x RCA audio input and 2x RCA audio output
Supports VCH50/WPP20 for wired/wireless content sharing.

Flagship Smart Video Phone VP59

VC Desktop/Mobile

CTP20 Collaboration Touch Panel

WPP20 Wireless

Flagship smart video phone for C-levels and workgroups with
video collaboration demands · 8” 1280x800-pixel color touch
display, fully adjustable · 1080p HD business video · 27 touch
memory keys, 16 SIP accounts · HDMI output · Call recording
and wireless USB headset supportMbps) Wi-Fi network or a
5GHz (up to 433 Mbps) Wi-Fi network.

Supports Windows/Mac/iOS/Android operation system Supports PC/Tablet/Smartphone devices FHD(1080P) video and
HD content sharing H.323/SIP, H.264 High Profile video codec
Excellent audio &amp; video packet loss recovery technology,
resists up to 30% Supports Yealink Cloud Video Conferencing
and Yealink Meeting Server(YMS)

13.3-inch IPS full-fit HD 1080P capacitive touch screen, replace
the remote control Supports active pressure capacitance touch
pen Advanced conference control and camera live preview
Electronic whiteboard and annotation on content sharing
Supports Power over Ethernet

With a universal USB port, plug and play 5GHz 802.11ac
Wi-Fi network 1080P@30fps FHD and low-latency content
sharing Up to 4 units can bepresented at the same time
Embedded meeting assistant software Supports Windows/
macOS Supports Apple Airplay.
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» Yeastar | The world’s leading provider of
PBX System for unified communications
Yeastar specializes in the design and development of innovative telecommunications equipment,
including VoIP PBX systems and VoIP gateways for the SMB. The VoIP Gateways bridge the gap
between FXS, FXO, PRI, BRI, GSM, WCDMA, 4G LTE, and IP networks to reduce operating costs

TA Series FXS VoIP Gateway

TA Series FXO VoIP Gateway

TG Series VoIP GSM Gateway

Cutting-edge products that connect legacy
telephones, fax machines and PBX systems
with IP telephony networks and IP-based
PBX systems.

Connects analog telephone lines or PABX
extension interface to VoIP networks. A costeffective and reliable solution for office-tooffice voice connectivity.

Connect GSM/WCDMA network to VoIP
network directly and support two-way
communication: GSM/WCDMA to VoIP and
VoIP to GSM/WCDMA.

TE Series E1/T1/PRI VoIP Gateway

TB Series VoIP BRI Gateway

Analog Telephone Adapter

Bridge the gap between ISDN telephony
connections such as common RJ-48c / T1
interfaces to provide dial tone to most VoIP
PBX phone systems.

Offer 2 or 4 BRI ports to integrate ISDN BRI line
into any VoIP system or enable any IP PBX to
be connected to the ISDN network.

Provide 1 or 2 analog interfaces for residential
users and small business to convert existing
analog equipment to IP-based networks cost
effectively.
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» Yeastar | Powerful in Production built
for Small and medium Business
Fast installations with advanced auto-configuration, auto-detect and plug and play capabilities.
Control your phone system with intuitive Web GUI. Instantly alert through email, SMS, and
phone call. Managed easily from PC, phone, or any Internet-enabled device.

Yeastar S20 VoIP PBX

Yeastar S50 VoIP PBX

Advanced communication features to create effective
business communication experience for small business,
connecting to traditional lines, VoIP lines, and cellular
networks. Support 20 Users and 10 Concurrent Calls.

S50 is a compact and full-featured IP-PBX that comes in a 19’’
1U rack-mountable chassis. The advanced module-based S50 is
capable of supporting ISDN BRI, PSTN, and GSM connectivity,
providing VoIP communications for up to 50 users.

Yeastar S100 VoIP PBX

Yeastar S300 VoIP PBX

S100 is a cost-effective business communication system
with a base configuration of 100 users and 30 concurrent
calls and can scale up to 200 users and 60 concurrent calls.

Yeastar S300 delivers enterprise-class IP telephony services
with a base configuration that supports 300 users and can
expandable to 500 users. Performance Powered by Freescale
ARM A9 industrial grade quadcore CPU processors.

Yeastar S412 VoIP PBX
S412 is a flexible and modular VoIP PBX that provides
productivity-enhancing communication platform with a
compact and powerful analog and VoIP capable system for
small business.
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» Yeastar | Scalable and modular S-series
Yeastar S-Series VoIP PBX provides flexible telephony interfaces combination while allowing for
future scalability with unique modular design. Besides the built-in rich SIP capabilities, S-Series
lets you decide what types of extensions and physical trunks you need in your telephone system.
When your business grows, adding more users and concurrent calls is also possible with S-Series.

Scalable Modular Design
With Yeastar S-Series, all the telephony interfaces are modular
and customizable, whether it’s FXS, FXO, ISDN BRI, GSM/3G/4G,
or E1/T1/PRI. S20 has 2 onboard module slots, S50 and S412
supports 4. S100 and S300 require the combination of Expansion
Board and Telephony Module to add telephony interfaces. S100
allows 2 Expansion Boards and S300 supports 3.

S2 Module
2FXS ports, add 2
analog telephones.

02 Module
2FXO ports, connect
2 analog PSTN lines.

EX08

SO Module
1FXS ports & 1FXO
port. Unique PSTN
fallback function.

B2 Module
2 BRI ports, 2 NT/TE
BRI ports

GSM Module
1 GSM Channel for GSM
Voice Calls Frequency:
850 900 1800 1900 MHz

Expansion Board
has 4 onboard module slots and 8 interfaces on the panel.
Supported Model: S100 and S300; 2) EX30 has 1 onboard E1/
T1/PRI port. Supported Model: S100 and S300
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» JABRA: Sound and design for you.
Jabra is the brand of “headsets, speakers and cameras” that allows people to get closer to their
customers. In Jabra they know what is missing to create the best sound solutions and to achieve it,
it offers improved experiences. Your work is reflected in the products designed for you, which give
you everything you need to get an unparalleled call and music experience.
Jabra builds perfect sound solutions for the office, for travel, for the gym or for outdoors: whatever
you need or where you are going to use it, it has the best products for you.

Jabra Engage 50

Jabra Biz 2400 II

Jabra Engage 75/65
Estéreo y Mono

Professional wireless headsets with DECT offering

Professional wireless headset with DECT technology,

Professional, DECT wireless headsets that offer

excellent calls to increase customer satisfaction. Up

Bluetooth, designed to offer maximum performance

crystal clear calls to increase customer satisfaction.

to 150m / 490pi of reach, wireless microphone with

with up to 12 hours of talk time.

Up to 150m / 490pi of reach wireless, microphone

noise cancellation advanced.

Simple and intuitive, “all-in-one” wireless solution

with noise cancellation advanced. Integrated busy

Integrated busy light, connection with up to 5

High quality DECT (Pro 930) or Bluetooth &

light, connection with up to 5 devices & meets the

devices, meets the requirements of Skype for Open

Microphone with noise cancellation

requirements of Skype for Open Office.

Jabra Evolve 65t

Jabra Pro
930/935

Jabra Motion

Bluetooth

Designed to be the first truly wireless, intra-

Premium headset, Bluetooth, mono with high

DECT technology designed to deliver maximum

headset, UC certified headsets. Technology with

definition sound for use in the office or on the move.

performance with up to 12 hours of talk time.

4 microphones. Certificate for Skype for Business

Easy-to-install Bluetooth ® headset, compact design

Simple and intuitive, “all-in-one” wireless solution,

and for UC, up to 15h of battery with housing load,

behind the ear, motion detection sensor and NFC

high quality DECT (Pro 930) or Bluetooth (Pro 935)

connect up to 2 devices at the same time.

technology. Up to 100 meters of reach.

wireless headset.

One-touch access to Amazon Alexa, Siri, or Google

Professional

wireless

headset

with

Assistant TM.
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» JABRA: Sound and design for collaboration.
Jabra Speak 510

Jabra Speak 810

for

Jabra Evolve 80

Jabra Speak 710

Personal speaker, compact withUSB connection and

Speaker

and

Synchronizable portable speaker for a complete

Professional

Bluetooth for wireless phone calls in any moment

compatible with UC. For meetings of up to 15 people.

conferences

truly

intuitive

stereo experience and better conferences. for

concentration and conversations in the offices.

and anywhere. For meetings of up to 4 attendees,

Superior audio for larger conferences, start your

meetings of up to 6 people or 12 to synchronize with

Professional headset with active Noise Cancellation

wireless connection up to 100 m, for use with

meetings quickly with USB connection, bluetooth

another equal. Mild and portable with up to 15 hours

and sound superior for calls and music.

smartphone & tablet. Integrated call, volume and

or 3.5mm jack for your computer or smartphone /

of battery in conversation, connection in seconds

“Busy light” to minimize interruptions and simple

mute control

tablet.

with the computer, smartphone or tablet via USB or

call handling.

headset

designed

to

optimize

Bluetooth

Jabra Evolve 40

Jabra Evolve 30

Jabra Engage
75/65 Convertible

Jabra Evolve 75 y 75e

Professional headset for greater productivity and

Professional level headphones with an elegant

Premium DECT wireless headset. The lightest in its

Evolve 75 is the first headset that meets the Skype

exceptional sound for calls and music.

design for the office. comfortable with leatherette

category with a weight of only 18g. Up to 100m /

requirements for diaphanous rooms and the Evolve

Avoid interruptions with the “light of occupied”,

pads, connection to smartphone and tablet via

330pi of wireless range, advanced noise cancellation

75e is the first headset Intrauricular, wireless,

articulated

3.5mm jack cable. Include call control.

microphone,

certified for UC. Superior sound for calls and music.

microphone

arm

and

discreet.

Connection exible by USB or jack 3.5mm and suitable

“Busy light” integrated, Connection

with up to 5 devices3 and Battery for all day.

for calls and music.

professional

with

Active

Noise

Cancellation,

“integrated and Bluetooth dual connection.

Jabra Evolve 80

Jabra Evolve 65

Wireless

Concentrate

headphone

with

dual

Professional

headset

Jabra Evolve 75e

designed

to

optimize

Jabra Evolve 65t

The first intrauricular headset, wireless, certifed for

Designed to be the first truly wireless, intra-

connection and amazing sound. Integrated “busy

concentration and conversations in diaphanous.

UC. Skype-certified three-microphone technology

headset, UC certified headsets. Technology with 4

light” that tells your colleagues that it should not

Professional Headset with Active Noise Canceling

that creates a “conversation zone” only.

microphones. Certificate for Skype for Business and

be interrupted. Dual Bluetooth connection to two

and superior sound for calls and music. “Busy light”

Concentrate with Active Noise Cancellation, and the

for UC and Up to 15h of battery with the charging

devices at the same time for calls and music

to minimize interruptions and Simple call handling.

“light of busy “integrated. Up to 14h battery life.

housing.One-touch access to Amazon Alexa, Siri, or
Google Assistant TM 4.
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Soporte de pared (accesorio opcional)

PanaCast
H EJabra
ADS
ETS, SPEAKERS & CAMERAS

Jabra PanaCast

» Jabra PanaCast: Designed to be the first intelligent video

Diseñada para ser la primera solución de vídeo inteligente
solution Panoramic 4K 180 ° plug and play of
4K
panorámica de 180° plug and play del mundo* the world
Inclusive
Reuniones meetings
inclusivas

Smart video
technology
Tecnología
de vídeo
inteligente.

Panoramic
4K video with three 13 megapixel cameras
Vídeo 4K panorámico con tres cámaras de 13 megapíxeles y
and
patented
video
image combination
sistema
patentado
de combinación
de imágenessystem
de vídeoinenreal
time.
coverage
offers
one
more
and
tiempo180
real.° La
cobertura
de 180°
ofrece
unaview
vistanatural
más
inclusive
of the meeting
room,
the partner
perfect for
natural e inclusiva
de la sala de
reuniones,
el compañero
the
excellent
the Jabra
Speak
perfecto
para elsound
sonido of
excelente
de los
Jabra Speak.

La tecnología de cámara intuitiva detecta a los participantes
the
and optimizes
the
vision
to include
en
lameeting
reunión y optimiza
el campo
de field
visiónof
para
incluirlos
a
themLatocalidad
everybody.
video automáticamente,
quality is optimized
todos.
de vídeoThe
se optimiza
automatically,
evendeiniluminación
variable lighting
conditions,
incluso
en condiciones
variable, para
ofrecer to
offer
A better
experience.
una
mejor
experiencia.

Instant Collaboration
Colaboración al instante

Compatible and versatile
Compatible y versátil

sala de reuniones pequeña.

Compatible con las principales soluciones de audio y
videoconferencing Certificate for Microsoft Teams, it
videoconferencia. Certificado para Microsoft Teams, funciona
works with Zoom, Cisco Webex and many more.
con Zoom, Cisco Webex y muchos más.

Plug and play technology allows you to collaborate
La tecnología plug and play le permite colaborar con otros
with others easily and quickly and add quality video
de forma fácil y rápida y añade vídeo y audio de calidad a su
and audio to your Small meeting room

Intuitive camera technology detects participants in

Compatible with the main audio solutions and

Just plug it injust plug it in
Jabra PanaCast is compatible with the main
solutions audio and videoconferencing and is
designed to work no additional settings

* Ver jabra.lat/commercial-claims
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CYBER SECURITY
DIVISION

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS

WATCHGUARD TECHNOLOGIES

Our experience in working with video and audio solutions
in network, analysis and access control contributes to the
protection of people and properties and the optimization of
processes; in addition to improving the efficiency of business
and access to information.

WatchGuard has deployed nearly a million integrated, multifunction threat management appliances worldwide. Our
signature red boxes are architected to be the industry’s
smartest, fastest, and meanest security devices with every
scanning engine running at full throttle.

Contact
Freddy Sigal

Elizabeth Hernandez

Ariel Moran

Email: freddy_sigal@solutionboxusa.com

e-mail: elizabeth_hernandez@solutionboxusa.com

Skype: Freddy.sigal.sbox@outlook.com

Skype: elizabeth.hernandez.sbox

e-mail: ariel_moran@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: ariel.moran.sbox

Security & Wireless Team Leader

Security Product Manager

Team Leader Firewall, IoT and Energy

CATEGORY

SECURITY

» Axis communications: IP technology leader
Axis offers a wide portfolio of IP-based products and solutions for security and video surveillance. Our security
cameras, video encoders, accessories and access control products are based on open industry standards.
NETWORK CAMERAS

FIXED BOX CAMERA

MODULAR CAMERA

PANORAMIC CAMERA

POSITIONING CAMERA

SPECIALTY CAMERA

THERMAL CAMERA

FIXED DOME CAMERA

ONBOARD CAMERA

NETWORK VIDEO RECORERS

S11 RECORDER SERIES

S22 APPLIANCE SERIES

EXPLOSION PROTECTED

PTZ CAMERA

NETWORK AUDIO SYSTEMS

C3003-E NETWORK SPEAKER

NETWORK SPEAKERS
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» Axis | Accesories and applications
Axis provides a full range of high-quality accessories to complement your system of network video, network audio,
and access control products, helping you to create optimal solutions in your day-to-day work.
NETWORK CAMERAS

SYSTEM DEVICE
ACCESORIES

MOUNTS

CLIP FOR MOUNTING

LEENTS

HOUSING & CABINETS

DETECTORS

SWITCHES

POE PRODUCTS

MEDIA CONVERTERS &
POE EXTENDERS

DECODERS

ANALITYCS & OTHER APPLICATIONS

AXIS

AXIS

AXIS

PEOPLE
COUNTER

PERIMETER
DEFENDER

FENCE
GUARD
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Are You Ready to Secure
Your Network?

» Watchguard T Series: network protection
in a single, easy-to-deploy solution.
Firebox T15
With today’s remote offices and distributed workforce, the
concept of a distinct corporate network perimeter has all
but disappeared. A security solution that can be seamlessly
deployed everywhere that your network connects is now
essential for securing modern organizations.

Firebox T35 y Firebox T55
Perfect as stand-alone solutions for a small office, the
Firebox T35 and T55 are also ideal for larger organizations
that want to extend easy-to-use, full UTM protection for
remote workers and smaller sites.

Firebox T70
The WatchGuard Firebox T70 will make network slowdown
concerns a thing of the past, with blazing-fast performance
capable of delivering full UTM protection at over 1 gigabit
per second. With the release of the WatchGuard Firebox
T70 tabletop network security appliance, customers can
now enjoy the fast throughput that they want, with the
industry-leading security that they need
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» Watchguard M Series: Blazing Fast
Speed for Growing Businesses

Firebox M270 y M370

Firebox M470, M570 y M670

Because smaller companies are generally less protected
and easier to break into, small business has become the
new big target for cyber-attacks. Firewalls are specifically
engineered to defend all types of small businesses against
attacks that are no less fierce than those targeting larger
organizations.

Firewalls are specifically engineered for midsize and
distributed enterprises that are struggling to effectively
and affordably secure networks in the face of explosive
growth in bandwidth rates, encrypted traffic, video use,
and connection speeds.

Firebox M440

Firebox M4600 y M5600

The Firebox M440 incorporates the same strong security,
high performance and flexible management tools that
distinguish our other UTM and NGFW solutions, but this
model delivers especially robust port density with twentyfive 1Gb Ethernet ports and two 10 Gb SFP+ (fiber) ports.

With firewall throughput of up to 60 Gbps and UTM
throughput up to 11 Gbps, the Firebox M4600 and M5600
are our fastest Firebox appliances ever. This level of
performance, paired with powerful security, flexible highport density, redundant power supplies, and affordability
makes these the ideal solutions for distributed, hub-andspoke type deployment scenarios.
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» WatchGuard | Extend Your Security Perimeter

FireboxV

WatchGuard FireboxV brings best-in-class
network security to the world of virtualization,
enabling your virtual environments to be just
as secure as your physical one.

Firebox Cloud

WatchGuard Firebox Cloud provides the same
award-winning UTM security available in our
Firebox appliances to protect servers running
in public cloud environments.

Join the Trusted Wireless Environment Movement

WatchGuard AP125

WatchGuard AP322

WatchGuard AP325

WatchGuard AP420

Great Wi-Fi Security The AP125

WatchGuard’s AP322 brings
secure Wi-Fi to the outdoors! Its
rugged, IP67-rated enclosure
protects the access point from
the wind, rain and cold weather

The AP325 from WatchGuard
is designed for those costconscious organizations looking
for a modern, 802.11ac Wave 2
access point.

AP420, a new 802.11ac Wave 2
AP which provides lightning-fast
speeds capable of supporting
throughput-intensive
and
latency-sensitive applications
like VoIP, video, music, and large
data file transfers over Wi-FI

from WatchGuard is the smallest
access point in our portfolio. This
802.11ac Wave 2 access point
comes equipped with Multi-User
MIMO

(MU-MIMO)

connecting

multiple devices at the same time
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Itokii
We provide a simple way to connect Things to Internet for monitoring and operating purpose.
How? Using Sensors, Gateways , Web Portal and Mobile apps easy to connect.
After some months working together with It builders, suppliers, friends, potential customers, software
developers and designers we decided to launch a solution to facilitate the Internet of Things adoption
in commercial and industrial market segment. We want to help organizations to digitalize their
business.
Contact
Ariel Moran

Team Leader Firewall, IoT and Energy
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» Itokii: Easy to use IoT
For you to connect and manage what you need from the cloud, your mobile device or third-party
software, Notifications via Email, SMS, Voice - Control Panel - History Storage - Data Analysis
Itokii 900Mhz Sensors Wireless Ethernet Gateways
The Itokii Ethernet gateway allows your Itokii Wireless Sensors to
communicate with the Itokii Online Wireless Sensor Monitoring and
Notification System without the need for a PC. Simply plug this device into
any open network port with internet connection and it will automatically
connect with our online servers.

KIT FOR
RESELLERS AT
SPECIAL PRICE!

Itokii 900Mhz Sensor Commercial Use
Itokii wireless opening / closing sensors provide information on the status of
doors, windows, cabinets, etc. Know if a building or area is being accessed
when it should not be or if a door or window has been left open. Alerts can
be configured to notify a user via SMS text, email or voice call if a door or
window has been opened or left open.

Sensors 900Mhz for industrial use
The sensors for industrial use of Itokii are suitable for various activities
within the user’s requirements. Count with Measurement of lives, contact
sensors, water sensors, temperature sensors, motion detection, etc. They
come in a cover IP65, NEMA 4X, CE, sealed, and weatherproof.

Itokii 900Mhz Serial Modbus Gateway
The Itokii Serial MODBUS Gateway acts as a data concentrator for Itokii
wireless sensor networks. This device incorporates Itokii’s Access Point
Node (APN) and Serial RS-232C and RS-485 Interfacing hardware. The Itokii
Ethernet gateway allows Itokii wireless sensors to communicate with the
Itokii wireless sensor monitoring and notification system.

Gateways GPRs,
Ethernet, Modbus

Itokii 900Mhz Wireless Control 10 AMP Commercial Control
Itokii Wireless Control allows a user to control two separate power relays,
all through the Itokii online sensors portal. Automatically control motors
or electrical devices when a condition is detected by a sensor or group of
sensors. Relays can also be controlled manually through the online portal
or mobile app.

Sensor Commercial Use

Itokii 900Mhz Wireless Local Alert Module

The Itokii Wireless Local Alert provides an additional way to receive critical
notifications and sensor readings through your Itokii network. Upon receiving a
notification the Local Alert can flash an LED, sound an audible alarm, and display
critical notification information. The Local Alert can also be used to display sensor
readings from any sensor on the same account.

Sensors Industrial

Wireless Control
contact@solutionboxusa.com - www.solutionboxusa.com
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» Itokii Solutions
Energy control sensors
Itokii PRO INDUSTRIALWIRELESS
AC CURRENT METER - 150 AMP

Monitoring Racks and Data Center
WI-FI TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

WI-FI WATER
DETECTION SENSOR

WI-FI OPEN-CLOSED
SENSORS

WI-FI INFRARED
MOTION SENSORS

Perimeter intrusion detection system
Monitor Vibration, Impact, Tilt on
mesh or metal fence

Temperature and humidity
monitoring in medical laboratories

Liquid and solid monitoring system
for all kinds of containers

Controls and monitors temperature, brightness, humidity,
door opening and monitors

Graphic Display Panel, In Volumes, with Interactive Map.
(View in Tons, Liters, etc)
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APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

PANDUIT CORPORATION

For nearly four decades, APC has become the industrystandard for reliable power and physical IT infrastructure.
Now the leading name in IT departments large and small and
among our vast community of channel partners, our history of
innovation has pushed our products into the global spotlight
with infrastructure, management, and data security solutions
protecting organizations around the world.

Panduit Corp. Panduit Corporation develops and provides
physical infrastructure solutions to businesses. The Company
manufactures cabinets, racks, cable ties, copper systems,
fiber optic systems, grounding systems, identification and
labeling systems, and installation tools.

Contact
Ariel Moran

Elizabeth Hernandez

e-mail: ariel_moran@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: ariel.moran.sbox

e-mail: elizabeth_hernandez@solutionboxusa.com

Team Leader Firewall, IoT and Energy

Security Product Manager
Skype: elizabeth.hernandez.sbox
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Preventive Maintenance Available for Symmetra LX and
Smart-UPS.
Schneider Electric CPCS offers an on-site examination by of your UPS
by Certified Field Service Engineers scheduled to meet your particular
business requirements, either during normal business hours or after
hours or weekends.
Single-phase units contain components and parts that wear out
over time. In order to protect yourself from potential downtime and
extend the life of your investment, you may elect to purchase a
Preventive Maintenance visit.

Battery Replacement Service for Symmetra and Symmetra
LX.
Modular Battery Replacement Service (MBRS) with labor is an all
inclusive battery replacement service for our customers with APC by
Schneider Electric equipment using modular batteries.
The comprehensive modular battery replacement service includes
the following:
> OEM-approved modular batteries
> On-site labor for battery installation and removal
> Transportation of depleted batteries to approved recycling center
> Environmentally compliant removal and disposal of the depleted
batteries.

Warranty Extensions for Back-UPS and Smart-UPS.
Warranty Extensions extend coverage beyond the original factory
warranty period, ensuring that your equipment is protected from
failure, and you are protected from costly out-of-pocket expenses for
repairs.
Two types of warranty extensions are available:
Service Pack—Physical Extended Warranty: This warranty is available
with the product purchase, and is available in one- or three-year
increments.
Extended Warranty: This warranty is available throughout the factory
recommended life cycle of your equipment, providing peace of mind
and product failure protection for one- or three-year increments.
This service is available for renewals and after the initial service pack
has been purchased.
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» APC | You are still connected
NetShelter SX

NetShelter SV

The NetShelter SX is a multifunctional rack enclosure.d. These
enclosures are designed to meet
current IT market trends and
applications ranging from high
density computing and networking
to broadcast and audio-video.
With a strong focus on cooling,
power
distribution,
cable
management and environmental
monitoring.

Computer equipment racks
universal with features and basic
functions that give response to the
requirements and fundamental
applications
ofthe
computer
equipment for rack mount on a
variety of environments computer.

Micro Data Center
A micro data center is a
configurable,
secure,
selfcontained enclosure with the
capability for all essential IT
components, often employing
converged or hyperconverged
infrastructure,
along
with
management
and
monitoring
software devices.

NetShelter CX
A server room with sound insulation
ready to use allows the systems
implementation computer where
and when they need them, and
with significant savings of space,
costs and time of implementation.
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» APC | Protect Your IT Investments
Computers & peripherals
Back-UPS
350-1100VA

Provides instant battery power to your
critical electronics when the power goes
out, keeping you connected and available
both personally and professionally.

Back-UPS PRO
550VA - 1500VA

High Performance Computer and
Electronics UPS for Premium Power
Protection.
Preserves battery life and maximizes
runtime by correcting low voltages
without discharging the battery.

Redes y servidores
Smart UPS
350-1500 VA basic, 750-3000 VA standard
750-3000 VA with autonomy extended.

Intelligent and efficient network energy
protection; includes from basic models to
models with scalable autonomy. Ideal for
servers, outlets, routers, switches, hubs
and other network devices.

Smart UPS On-Line
1-20kVA Rack/Tower Convertible.

Online power protection, high
density and double conversion with
autonomy Scalable.Ideal for servers,
routers, switches, medicine equipment.

Symmetra
2-16 kVA N + 1 rack or tower redundant.

Dual conversion online energy protection
with high levels of availability,
redundancy and scalability

Energy for data centers and infrastructure
Symmetra PX

Smart-UPS VT

10 a 500 kVA/kW

10 a 40 kA

high performance, right-sized, modular,
scalable, 3 phase UPS power protection
with ultra high availability and efficiency
for any size data center or high density
power zone.

Offers centralized 3 Phase UPS power
protection with the reliability of the award
winning Smart-UPS family. Ideal for small
data centers, large retail stores, regional
offices, and dense power requirements
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» APC | Environmental Monitoring
NetBotz
It may be that you have acquired the most powerful server on the market, the latest software with the
most version complete according to the heading, a UPS APC by Schneider Electric to ensure its
operation, but at After a few months, the room where the equipment is housed is operated by people
and by the pass of the time. Find plants, boxes, cleaning products, cracks that caused leaks and
thousands of situations that can affect the proper functioning of the equipment. In order to prevent all
these problems and have control, we have Netbotz devices to environmental and safety monitoring.
These devices allow to measure and control: temperature, humidity, dew point, air circulation, liquid
detection, smoke, vibration, door opening, Rack opening and more. And if any measurement exceeds
the parameter they have set,

EcoStruxure™ IT
EcoStruxure IT revolutionizes the way IT and data center professionals monitor and manage their critical IT infrastructure on-premise, in
the cloud, and at the edge. The vendor-neutral architecture delivers a new standard for proactive insights on critical assets that impact
the health and availability of an IT environment with the ability to deliver actionable real-time recommendations to optimize infrastructure
performance and mitigate risk.

EcoStruxure IT Expert

EcoStruxure Asset Advisor

EcoStruxure IT Advisor

Vendor-neutral
cloud-based
monitoring software.
Manage alarms, maintain uptime,
and check the status of your
physical infrastructure equipment
whether onsite or remote,
Free 30-day trial

Vendor-neutral
cloud-based
Expert remote monitoring service
Subscribe to the EcoStruxure
Asset Advisor service for 24/7
remote monitoring of your critical
equipment.

Vendor-neutral planning and
modeling software
Get an instant overview of your
data center operations from a
global to local view down to
single assets.
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Sigue adelante,
todavía estás
conectado

Consulte por estos productos a:
Vanesa Yolde
011-6091-1280
vanesa_yolde@solutionbox.com.ar
Lautaro Yolde
011-6091-1297
lautaro_yolde@solutionbox.com.ar

» APC | Power Distribution & PDUs
APC provides a wide array of power distribution solutions for your IT environment. Switched Rack Power
Distribution Units (PDUs) enable advanced, user-customizable power control and active monitoring.

Basic Rack PDUs:

Reliable energy distribution.

Metered Rack PDUs:

Remote real-time monitoring of connected loads.
User-defined alarms warn the data center potential circuit
overloads to prevent loss accidental energy in critical equipment.

Switched Racks PDUs

Metered functionalities.
Individual control of the output jacks.
Sequential management of equipment on and off.

Metered-by-Outlet Rack PDUs

It provides better energy management.
Individual power meter of the output jacks.
Energy records for planning assistance and initiatives
of energy efficiency.

APC RACKS AND ACCESSORIES
It may be that you have acquired the most powerful server on the market, the latest software with the most version
complete according to the heading, a UPS APC by Schneider Electric to ensure its operation, but at After a
few months, the room where the equipment is housed is operated by people and by the pass of the time. Find
plants, boxes, cleaning products, cracks that caused leaks and thousands of situations that can affect the proper
functioning of the equipment.
In order to prevent all these problems and have control, we have Netbotz devices to environmental and safety
monitoring. These devices allow to measure and control: temperature, humidity, dew point, air circulation, liquid
detection, smoke, vibration, door opening, Rack opening and more. And if any measurement exceeds the
parameter they have set,
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APC | Uninterruptible Power System
Best Value UPS with Battery Backup and Surge Protection for Electronic Equipment and Computers. Get
flexibility for setup in tight locations and mounting on wall or other surfaces.

Easy UPS BV

Easy UPS SRV

500VA – 1000VA

1kVA – 10kVA

For our home and small office customers APC by
Schneider Electric delivers a new category of UPSs
designed for the essential power protection needs even
in the most unstable power conditions, introducing APC
Easy UPS. APC Easy UPS is a versatile UPS developed
to handle inconsistent power conditions while also
delivering the quality millions of professionals trust
around the world.

For small to medium businesses, APC by Schneider
Electric delivers a new category of UPSs designed
for essential power protection needs even in the
most unstable power conditions. APC Easy UPS 1 Ph
Online is a versatile, high quality, cost competitive UPS
developed to handle a wide voltage range, inconsistent
power conditions and delivering the quality millions of
IT professionals trust around the world.
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» Panduit: Enterprise Network Infrastructure
That Means Business.
Our comprehensive enterprise network solutions support robust and reliable network
performance to connect people, information, and technology to your business goals. From the
data center to telecommunications rooms to office environments, we offer highly engineered
end-to-end cabling infrastructure and connectivity solutions that help your business advance.

Cable & Wire Ties, Mounts & Straps

Wiring Routing

Panduit carries cable ties and cable management accessories for all

Panduit wire routing and management solutions embody the

of your bundling, routing, and identifying demands. Appropriate for

dependability and flexibility for which our products are known. No

any electrical, industrial, or networking application, our broad choice

matter how demanding your environment is, we have components

of industry approved styles, sizes, and materials ensures that you get

that perform above and beyond even in some of the harshest

the job done efficiently.

environmental conditions

Grounding & Bonding

Wire Routing

Audio & video systems

Cooper & connections
system
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» Panduit | Data center infrastructure solutions
Evolving technologies and increasing organizational demands for optimized agility and efficiency
require increased visualization, automation, and high-performance networks of today’s complex data
centers. Our unparalleled connectivity and physical infrastructure expertise can help you thrive in this
new reality and prepare you for the future.

Data Center Solutions
Data center optimization requires reliable infrastructure to address
power, cooling, assets, and connectivity challenges. Our pre-tested,
validated solutions are purpose-built for interoperability, assuring
equipment will function at peak performance - transforming your
data center into a strategic asset.

High Speed Data Transport (HSDT)
As data center convergence becomes more commonplace, so do
the demands placed on the physical infrastructure.
Do you need to: Increase your network’s throughput, Reduce
latency and Improve Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Cooling Optimization and Thermal Solutions
Control leaks, maintain hot/cold air separation, and deploy real
time monitoring with energy-efficient cabinets and cooling
optimization solutions that allow higher data center set points
and reduce cooling system energy consumption by up to 40%.
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» Panduit: Industrial Network Infrastructure
and IoT performance solutions
There is a rapid influx of smart equipment and connected devices that communicate on an industrial
Ethernet network, which enables manufacturers to understand the performance of machines
and processes like never before. Yet equally important to what is connected, is how devices are
connected. New technologies enable manufacturers to manage infrastructure, deploy devices and
share information in new ways.

Micro Data Center System

Panduit Network Zone System

Panduit Control Panel Solutions

Optimize industrial communication and the linkage

A simple and consistent network infrastructure

Systems throughout the factory floor are more

from the enterprise throughout the plant floor by

that distributes Ethernet beyond the control room

connected which result in consistent Ethernet node

maintaining network uptime, segregating networks,

and throughout the plant floor improves Overall

growth. By utilizing best practices and guidelines,

managing network security, visualizing network

Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), increases network

you can confidently deploy Ethernet networks on

assets and monitoring network information.

visibility and resilience, and removes questionable

the manufacturing floor.

required expansion of a switch cabinet.

Panduit IDF

Panduit MICE

Software IntraVUE
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» Panduit: Pre-connectorized Fiber Solution
Panduit Quicknet
With the benefits of quick network deployment, assured performance, quality, and easy redeployment,
the Panduit® QuickNet ™ Copper Cabling System is the perfect infrastructure solution for today’s
data centers. Available in a range of configurations from standard to fully custom, these factory
terminated cable assemblies meet the unique needs of data center projects of any scale.

QPP48HDBL

FQZO-12-10AS

QuickNet Patch Panel

SQF Cassette

24-port patch panel in black accepts

48-port patch panel in black accepts

12-fiber

cassette,

12-fiber, QuickNet SFQ cassette, OS1/

QuickNet

QuickNet pre-terminated cassettes

optimized OM4 (50/12UM), six LC

OS2 9/125µm, standard loss, duplex LC

and patch panel adapters

and patch panel adapters

duplex adapters to MTP

to MTP

QPPBBL

FZ2ERLNLNSNM003

F9TYP5555ANF015

FZTYP7575XNF015

QuickNet patch panel blank adapter

2 fiber OM4 patch cord, riser (OFNR)

12-Fiber, Indoor Small Diameter, OFNP

12-fiber OM4 HD Flex indoor small

in black.

rated, LC duplex to LC duplex, 16mm

(Plenum), MPO (F) to MPO (F), Standard

diametrer

jacket, Std IL 3 meters

IL, Aqua Jacket, Polarity A, 15ft

Female to PaMPO Female.

QPP24BL

QuickNet Patch Panel
pre-terminated

cassettes

QuickNet Accessory

LC Patch Cord

mounts

Trunk Cable Assembly
Trunk

plenum

panMPO

SRB19BLY

QuickNet Accessory
Manager

SQF Cassette
SFQ

Trunk Cable Assembly

FQCRCM
Cable

QuickNet

FQ9N-12-10AS

to

the

rear of a standard EIA 19 wide

QuickNet ACCESSORY
Strain relief bar extends 2 inches off the
rack to support and manage cables.

telecommunications rack
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HP INC.

Offering printing solutions for homes, businesses and large companies HP
provides professional quality, high speed and volume printing, copying
and scanning capabilities in color or black and white and with added
security features.

SAMSUNG

We continuously develop and expand strategic products in our Consumer
Electronics division. Since we first won top global market share in 2006,
exceptional technology and innovative design have strengthened our
unrivaled leadership in flat-panel TVs and monitors.

Contact
Javier Correa

Carlos Jara

Sergio Cardona

e-mail: Javier_Correa@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: javier.correa.sbox

e-mail: carlos_ jara@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: carlos.jara0331

e-mail: sergio_cardona@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: sergio.cardona.sbox

Product Manager Samsung

Samsung Product Manager

Product Manager HPI
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Keep printing
Why HP
Advance your business goals with HP

The benefits of choosing HP products

Where performance meets innovation

Color turns receivables into revenue

When you buy from HP, you’re partnering with a global technology leader dedicated to
helping you advance your business goals. HP’s legendary print solutions and cutting-edge
innovations help businesses make a professional impression while enabling effective
workflows and productivity. Our easy-to-use, scalable technology allows organizations
of any size to develop a coordinated costefficient printing and imaging strategy. And
our consulting services and support teams can tailor HP solutions to individual business
needs, enabling companies to get more out of their investments.

Create professional-quality marketing materials in-house with HP’s high-performance
printers.
• Make your work count. Get 90% more head nods. Print your ideas in color and 90% of
people understand them better.3 Nobody knows more about how color can build your
business than HP.
With affordable, professional quality color to help you make a big impression. HP offers a
wide range of color printers for any budget, with legendary HP reliability built in.
• Take control of your marketing budget. Printing in-house with HP color
lets you print what youwant, when you want. You can quickly personalize
materials for different audiences, take advantage of spur-of-the-moment
marketing opportunities, or print small runs without paying costly fees.

• World-class, affordable products.
HP sells imaging and printing products at various price points, from entry-level equipment
for home-based businesses to innovative, industry-leading enterprise devices. Specific
product offerings include color and monochrome printers, multifunction printers,
document scanners, and mobile printers and scanners. HP’s commitment to quality and
innovation is one reason customers recognize HP as the printer brand they trust most.1
For a more detailed look at our product lineup,

• Wide array of solutions and technologies.
We partner with highly qualified technology providers to help create innovative, secure
solutions for your specific workflow and industry needs. Whatever your business, HP
technologies can help increase productivity, improve energy efficiency, help reduce costs
and help secure data.
Plus, HP solutions are designed to integrate easily and securely with your existing IT
investments.

• Unmatched HP expertise.
As one of the world’s largest technology companies, HP is uniquely positioned to help
optimize your imaging and printing infrastructure. The HP Managed Print Services (MPS)
team, for example, will work with you to assess, deploy, and manage your organization’s
entire printing environment.

HP Printing and Imaging Solutions for business
Work smarter and improve your productivity with HP’s innovative Print and Imaging solitions.
• HP Mobile Printing. As mobile devices become increasingly more important, IT managers
are faced with the growing challenge of keeping data protected while supporting user productivity. This is why HP has developed mobile printing software solutions and services
that allow employees to print to office devices or public print locations, with the security
features IT managers demand. Learn about HP ePrint, touch-to-print, wireless direct.
• HP ePrint.4 Print from your smartphone and tablet at home, work or on-the-go.4 HP’s
ePrint.solutions include a wide selection of HP ePrint enabled printers, HP ePrint Enterprise6 for printing to a company’s safeguard network, and printing to thousands of public
print locations. Entire fleet with HP OXP, which unites your workgroup print/image environment while giving users access to a single intuitive interface.
• HP FutureSmart. Upgrade, manage, and extend your fleet with this robust firmware solution, which gives you access to new features—such as workflow and security enhancements—without purchasing new hardware.
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» HP | Office Printing Solutions

HP Laser 107w Mono SF Printer
(4ZB78A)

HP LaserJet Pro M203dw Mono
SF Printer (G3Q47A))

Print - 21 ppm black - monthly job up
to 10,000 pages - up to 1200x1200
dpi - USB - WIFI

Print - 30 ppm black - monthly job up
to 15,000 pages - up to 1200x1200
dpi - USB - ethernet

HP Color LaserJet Pro M255dw
(7KW64A)

HP Laser
(W1Y45A))

Print - 22 ppm black/ 22 ppm Color
- monthly job up to 1,000 pages - up
to 1200x1200 dpi - USB - WIFI

Print - 28 ppm black / 28 ppm color - monthly job up to 4,000 pages
- Duty Cycle 50,000 pages - up to
1200x1200 dpi - USB - ethernet

Multifunción HP LaserJet Pro
M137fnw (4ZB84A)

Color

M454dw

HP Laser M404dw (W1A56A)

HP Laser M507dn (1PV87A)

Print - 40 ppm black - monthly job up
to 80,000 pages - up to 1200x1200
dpi - USB - ethernet-WIF

Print - 45 ppm black - monthly job up
to 150,000 pages - up to 1200x1200
dpi - USB - ethernet

HP
LaserJet
Enterprise
M607dn (K0Q15A)

HP
LaserJet
Enterprise
M806x+ Printer/A3 (CZ245A)

Print - 55 ppm black - monthly job
up to 20,000 pages - Duty Cycle
250,000 pages - up to 1200x1200

Print - 56 ppm black - monthly job
up to 50,000 pages - Duty Cyle
300,000 pages - up to 1200x1200

HP Color LaserJet Enterprise
M653dn (J8A04A)

HP LASER COLOR M751DN- A3
(T3U44A)

Print - 40 ppm black / 40 ppm color - monthly job up to 6,000 pages
- Duty Cycle 80,000 pages - up to
1200x1200 dpi - USB - ethernet

Print - 60 ppm black / 60 ppm color - monthly job up to 17,000 pages
- Duty Cycle 120,000 pages - up to
1200x1200 dpi - USB - ethernet

Print - 40 ppm black / 40 ppm color - monthly job up to 40,000 pages
Duty Cycle 150,000 pages - up to
1200x1200 dpi- USB - ethernet

HP Neverstop Laser MFP
1200w Printer (4QD26A)

Multifunción HP Laser M428fdw (W1A30A)

Multifunción HP Laser M528dn
(1PV64A)

Multifunción HP LaserJet Enterprise M631dn (J8J63A

HP
LaserJet
Enterprise
M806x+ Printer/A3 (CZ245A)

Print, copy, scan - 21 ppm black monthly job up to 10,000 pages - up
to 1200x1200 dpi - USB - WIF

Print, copy, scan - 21 ppm black -Easy
to load toner in a few steps- up to
1200x1200 dpi - USB - WIFI

Print, copy, scan - 40 ppm black monthly job up to 80,000 pages - up
to 1200x1200 dpi - USB - ether-

Print, copy, scan - 45 ppm black monthly job up to 150,000 pages
- up to 1200x1200 dpi - USB - eth-

Print, copy, scan - 55 ppm black monthly job up to 30,000 pages
- Duty Cycle 300,000 pages - up to

Print, copy, scan - 56 ppm black monthly job up to 50,000 pages
- Duty Cyle 300,000 pages - up to

HP LaserJet Pro M281fdw Color MF Printer (T6B82A)

Multifunción HP Laser Color
MFP M479fdw (W1A80A)

Multifunción HP Laser Color
MFP M577dn (B5L46A)

HP Color LaserJet Enterprise
MFP M681dh (J8A10A)

HP Color LaserJet Enterprise
MFP M776dn (T3U55A)

Print, copy, scan - 22 ppm black/ 22
ppm Color - monthly job up to 2,500
pages - Duty Cycle 40,000 - up to

Print, copy, scan - 28 ppm black / 28
ppm color - monthly job
up to 4,000 pages - Duty Cycle

Print, copy, scan - 40 ppm black / 40
ppm color - monthly job
up to 7,500 pages - Duty Cycle

Print, copy, scan - 50 ppm black / 50
ppm color - monthly job
up to 14,000 pages - Duty Cycle

Print, copy, scan - 45 ppm black / 45
ppm color - monthly job up to 40,000
pages - Duty Cycle 200,000 pages -

HP Laser
(B5L25A)

Color

M553dn
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» HP INC | Vertical and flatbed scanners
HP scanners Performance easily for job changes and smarter. Increase the performance of large volume
scanning in your office. Easily download the software, including Kofax VRS 5.1 Professional, which helps
you save time and capture safely. Achieve scan speeds of up to 75 ppm / 150 ipm. Recommended for
7,500 pages daily.

HP ScanJet Pro 2000 S1
Sheetfeed Scanner (L2759A)

HP ScanJet Pro 2500 f1 Flatbed Scanner (L2747A)

HP ScanJet Pro 3000 s3 Sheetfeed Scanner (L2753A)

HP ScanJet Enterprise Flow
5000 s4 Scanner (L2755A)

HP ScanJet Pro 4500 fn1 Flatbed
Scanner (L2749A)

ADF scanner - scan speeds up to 30
ppm/60 - 600 dpi - 2000 daily cycle
pages - ADF 216 x 310 - USB

ADF flatbed scanner - speed scan up
to 20 ppm/40 ipm - 1200 dpi - cycle
1500 pages daily - 216 x flatbed 297

ADF scanner - speeds up to 35
ppm/70 ipm - 600 dpi - 3500 daily
cycle pages - ADF 216 x 310 - USB

ADF scanner - Scan at up to 50
ppm/100 ipm - 600 dpi - 6000 daily
cycle pages - ADF 216 x 310 - USB

Flatbed and ADF bed scanner - scan Scan to editable text. Volumes and
speed Up to 30 ppm/60 ipm - 1200 dpi - speeds—up to 100 ppm/200 ipm
4000 pages daily cycle - flat bed 216
and 10,000 pages per day.

HP DesignJet T130 24-in
Printer (5ZY58A)

HP DesignJet T530 36-in
Printer (5ZY62A)

HP DesignJet T830 36-in Multifunction Printer (F9A30A)

HP DesignJet T1600 36-in
Printer (3EK10A)

HP DesignJet T1700 44-in
Printer (W6B55A)

Print - 24 inches - 70 A1 per hour up
to 1200x1200 dpi - 4 inks - USB ethernet - wifi

Print - 36 inches - 79 A1 per hour
up to 2400x1200 dpi - 4 inks - USB
ethernet - wifi

Print - 36 inches - 180 A1 prints per
hour - single roll - up to 2400x1200
dpi - 6 inks - ethernet

Print - 36 inches - speed up to 180
D/hr - single roll - up to 2400x1200
dpi - 6 inks - ethernet -Memory 128
GB - Storage 500 GB

Print - 44 inches - speed up to 116
A1/D pgs/hr - single roll - up to
2400x1200 dpi - 6 inks - ethernet
Memory 128 GB - Storage 500 GB

HP DesignJet Z6 24-in PostScript Printer (T8W15A)

HP DesignJet Z6dr 44-in PostScript Printer T8W18A)

HP DesignJet Z9+ 44-in PostScript Printer (W3Z72A)

HP DesignJet Z9+dr 44-in
PostScript Printer (X9D24A)

HP DesignJet Z6810 60-in
Production Printer (2QU14A)

Print - 44 inches - speed Fast: 769
ft²/hr on plain media - single roll - up
to 2400x1200 dpi - 9 inks - ethernet
Memory 128 GB - Storage 500 GB

Print - 44 inches - speed Fast: 866
ft²/hr on plain media - single roll - up
to 2400x1200 dpi - 6 inks - ethernet
Memory 128 GBStorage 500 GB

Print - 44 inches - speed Fast: 769
ft²/hr on plain media; single roll - up
to 2400x1200 dpi - 9 inks - ethernet
Memory 128 GB - Storage 500 GB

Print - 44 inches - speed Fast: 769
ft²/hr on plain media; single roll - up
to 2400x1200 dpi - 9 inks - ethernet
-Memory 128 GB - Storage 500 GB

Print - 60 inches - speed Fast: 1500
ft²/hr on plain media; single roll - up
to 2400x1200 dpi - 8 inks - ethernet
Memory 64 GB - Storage 500 GB

HP DesignJet
office printers
and MFPs

HP DesignJet
professional
and
high-impact
graphics
printers

HP Digital Sender Flow 8500
fn2 (L2762A)
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» HP INC | Home Printing Solutions

HP Deskjet Ink Advantage
1115 SF (F5S21A)

HP DeskJet IA 2675 All-in-One
Printer (V1N02A)

HP Deskjet Ink Advantage
3775 AIO (J9V87A)

HP Deskjet Ink Advantage
5275 AIO (M2U76A)

HP OfficeJet 200 Mobile
Printer (CZ993A)

HP OfficeJet Pro 6970
Printer (J7K34A)

HP OfficeJet Pro
9020 AiO (D9L63A)

HP Officejet 7110 Wide
Format ePrinter (CR768A)

HP Officejet 7110 Wide
Format ePrinter (CR768A)

HP Officejet 7110 Wide
Format ePrinter (CR768A)

HP Smart Tank 515 (1TJ09A)

HP Smart Tank 615 (Y0F71A)
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» HP INC | Managed print services
Your organization just needs to find the right solutions. An optimized imaging and printing environment
delivers benefits across an organization. Energy and paper-saving technologies can help reduce
environmental impact and costs.
Manageable equipment for Managed Printing Solutions cMPS

HP LaserJet Managed E50145dn. (1PU51A)

HP Color LaserJet Managed MFP E57540dn. (3GY25A)

Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 45 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 150000.

Multifunction color Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 40 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 120000.

HP LaserJet Managed MFP E52645dn. (1PS54A)

HP LaserJet Managed Flow MFP M830zm. Sku: L3U65A.

Multifunction Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 45 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 150000.

Multifunction A3 Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 56 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 450000.

HP LaserJet Managed E60175dn. (3GY12A)

HP Color LaserJet Managed Flow MFP M880zm. Sku: L3U51A.

Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 75 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 450000

Multifunction A3 color Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 46 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 300000.

HP LaserJet Managed MFP E62655dn. (3GY14A)

HP PageWide Managed Color E55650dn. Sku: L3U44A.

Multifunction Laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 55 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 300000.

Pagewide printer 2400x1200dpi, up to 75 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 120000.

HP Color LaserJet Managed E55040dn. (3GX99A)

HP PageWide Managed Color MFP E58650dn. Sku: L3U42A.

Color laser printer 1200x1200dpi, up to 45 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 120000.

Pagewide Multifuntion printer 2400x1200dpi, up to 75 ppm, duplex, duty cycle 10000.

HP DIGITAL SENDING SW.
Digitalize

and

send

information

quickly

andsecurely to email, networks folders, printers,
fax services, Microsoft share point.

HP JETADVENTANGE PRIVATE PRINT.

EPRINT ENTERPRISE USE

WEB JETADMIN

Keep your printed documents safe even on

this feature to print form anywhere with a web

Quickly and easily configure amd update fleet-

shared evironments.

Connection by sendingan email to your printer´s

wide setting with a single web-based interface.

email address.

HP EMBEDDEB CAPTURE .

HP JETADVANTAGE SECURITY
MANAGER.

Solutions elevates the role information plays in

HP Security Manager is the most complete print

that gives users instant access to a range of the

your office by capturing documents through a

security solution on the market, helps you easily

print devices - in the office or the road - whitout

variety of simple methods.

establish a security policy for the entire fleet and

dowloanding separate drivers.

protect your workflow.

HP JETADVANTAGE SECURE PRINT.
CONTROL ACCESS.

HP JETADVENTAGE SECURITY
MANAGER.
HP JetAdventage Secure Print

Solutions elevates the role information plays in

Solutions elevates the role information plays in

your office by capturing documents through a

your office by capturing documents through a

variety of simple methods.

variety of simple methods.

HP CAPTURE AND ROUTE.
You create scanning profiles called Quick Sets for
the jobs that you perform most often.

UNIVERSAL PRINT DRIVER
The HP universalPrint Driver is the single driver
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» Samsung | Displays Solutions
Samsung is inspired by you. We will guide you to build your success and future with the next
generation of visualization technology.
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» Samsung | Digital Signage
wide selection of digital signage and commercial displays. From outdoor signage and video walls
to microLED, interactive and standalone displays—ranging from Full HD to 8K UHD resolution—
we offer digital display screens and solutions for virtually any business need.

UH46F5

UD46E-B | UD55E-B

UM55H-E | UH55F-E

VH55R-R

Tiempo de Operación: 24/7

Tiempo de Operación: 24/7

Tiempo de Operación: 24/7

Tiempo de Operación: 24/7

Brillo: 700 nits

Brillo: 500/700 nits

Brillo: 500/700 nits

Brillo: 700 nits

Resolución: FHD

Resolución: FHD

Resolución: FHD

Resolución: FHD

Entradas: DVI-D, Display Port 1.2 (1), HDMI 2.0 (2) HDCP2.2,

Entradas: DVI-D, Display Port 1.2 (1), HDMI 2.0 (2) HDCP2.2,

Entradas: DVI-D, Display Port 1.2 (1), HDMI 2.0 (2) HDCP2.2,

Entradas: DVI-D, Display Port 1.2 (1), HDMI 2.0 (2) HDCP2.2,

Stereo mini Jack

Stereo mini Jack

Stereo mini Jack

Stereo mini Jack

Salidas: DP1.2 (Loop-out), Stereo mini Jack

Salidas: DP1.2 (Loop-out), Stereo mini Jack

Salidas: DP1.2 (Loop-out), Stereo mini Jack

Salidas: DP1.2 (Loop-out), Stereo mini Jack

Software: NO

Software: NO

Software: NO

Software: NO

Wi-Fi: NO

Wi-Fi: NO

Wi-Fi: NO

Wi-Fi: NO

Bezel: 3.4mm(U/L), 2.0mm(R/B)

Bezel: 2.3mm(U/L), 1.2mm(R/B)

Bezel: 1.15mm(U/L), 0.55mm(R/B)

Bezel: 0.44mm (Even)

Samsung Flip 2 55”

The versatile,
portable digital
flipchart

Samsung Flip 2 65”

The wall mounted
interactive
flipchart
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UHD Signage
QMR/QBR

Video Wall
LED Indoor

Semi Outdoor
OMN

Quick service restaurant

UHD Signage
QMR/QBR
Interactive Display

Semi Outdoor
OMN

Corporate

Flip Interactive Display
8K Display Signage

Business Monitor
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Wider view. Winning game

» Samsung: Global N° 1 Gaming monitor
CRG9 Series

C24RG5

C27RG5

24" Curved Gaming Monitor
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 144Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 250cd/m2
AMD FreeSync

27" Curved Gaming Monitor
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 244Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2
G-Sync Compatible to
Eliminate Image Tears,
Stuttering, and Screen Lag in
PC Gaming

C49RG90 (CRG90)
49" QLED Gaming Monitor with Dual
QHD for the ultimate gaming
experience
Resolución: 5120x1440
Refresh rate: 120Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 600cd/m2
AMD FreeSync

UJ59 Series

S22F350 ǀ S24F350 ǀ S27F350
22-24-27" FHD monitor with super
slim, sleek design
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 5ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2

CF39 Series

C24F390 ǀ C27F390
24-27" essential black curved monitor
for increased viewing comfort and
entertainment
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 250cd/m2

S27R750Q ǀ S32R75Q
27-32" WQHD Monitor clamp-type
stand for more usable desk space
Resolución: 2560x1440
Refresh rate: 244Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 250cd/m2

CF39 Series W

C27F391 ǀ C32F391
27-32" essential white curved monitor
for increased viewing comfort and
entertainment
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 250cd/m2

U32J590
32" UHD monitor with 1 billion colors
and game-related features
Resolución: 3840x2160
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 270cd/m2

CR50 Series

C27R500 ǀ C32R500
27-32" FHD Curved Monitor with
1800R curvature and 3-sided bezel-less
screen
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2

CJ89 Series

C43J89 ǀ C49J89
43-49" Premium Curved Monitor with
32:10 Super Ultra-wide screen
Resolución: 3840x1200
Refresh rate: 120Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 5ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2

CF59 Series

C27F591
27" stylish advanced curved monitor for
deeply immersive viewing experience
Resolución: 1920x1080
Refresh rate: 60Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 250cd/m2

CJ89 Series

C43J89 ǀ C49J89
43-49" Curved Monitor with 32:9 Super
Ultra-wide screen
Resolución: 3840x1080
Refresh rate: 144Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 5ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2

CF79 Series

C34F791
34" CF791 ultrawide premium curved
business monitor for powerful multitasking and greater viewing comfort
Resolución: 3440x1440
Refresh rate: 100Hz
Tiempo de respuesta: 4ms
Brillo: 300cd/m2
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» Samsung | Smart hospitality display
NON SMART

SMART

NJ470 Standard Series

NJ670 Advanced Series

NJ690 Premium Series

Resolución: 1920x1080

Resolución: 3840 X 2160

Resolución: 3840 X 2160

Samsung LYNK™REACH (RF)

Samsung LYNK™REACH (RF)

Samsung LYNK™REACH

REACH 4.0

REACH 4.0

(RF / IP) REACH 4.0

Hospitality Home Menu

Hospitality Home Menu

Hospitality Home Menu

General: Digital Clean View

General: Digital Clean View –

H.Browser Compatibility

– PIP – Auto Power – Game

Auto Power – Game Mode.

Soft AP - Bluetooth Music

Mode.

System: Analog Tuner

Player (Mobile → TV)
General: Digital Clean View
Auto Power – Game Mode.

LYNK REACH

System: Analog Tuner

Hotels can use the latest hospitality management technology to offer guests a differentiated experience. LYNK REACH 4.0 by Samsung combines the benefits
of SINC and REACH hospitality technologies to deliver a comprehensive content management solution. LYNK REACH 4.0 enhances the efficiency enhancement
technology of the guest experience and offers benefits including practical communication options, more information distribution channels and efficient room
management.
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APPLE

Apple Inc. is an American multinational technology company
headquartered in Cupertino, California, that designs, develops, and sells
consumer electronics, computer software, and online services.

Garmin

GoPro

Three simple words that describe our products, our company,
our culture…our future. As a leading, worldwide provider of
navigation, we are committed to making superior products
for automotive, aviation, marine, outdoor and sports that are
an essential part of our customers’ lives.

GoPro was founded in 2002 by Nick Woodman—a surfer,
skier and motorsports enthusiast in search of a better way to
film himself and his friends surfing. GoPro is an international
company that has sold over 26 million GoPro cameras in more
than 100 countries.

DJI

IRIS SCANNERS

Creativity is at the heart of every dream. Every idea, every
groundbreaking leap that changes our world starts with the
vision of talented creators. At DJI, we give these creators the
tools they need to bring their ideas to life.

IRIS stands for Image Recognition Integrated Systems. At IRIS,
we build software and products that help people increase
their productivity while scanning and converting documents.
We make it easy to scan, edit and share digital files.

Contact
Martin Garcia
Retail Manager

e-mail: martin_garcia@solutionboxusa.com
Skype: martin.garcia.sbox

CATEGORY
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» Garmin: running watches for all skill levels
No two runners are the same, and that’s exactly what we keep in mind with our running
watches. From the easy-to-use GPS trainer to running watches with on-board music storage
and even triathlon-friendly powerhouses that offer advanced performance metrics, we have
a training partner that’s right for you.

vívoactive® 4
GPS smartwatch
GPS smartwatch features
AMOLED display, built-in
sports apps, music and
all day health monitoring

vívoactive® 4
GPS smartwatch
features built-in sports
apps, music and all-day
health monitoring.

Vívomove® 3
Sports & fitness
Available in a variety of colors,
Receive emails, texts and alerts
right on your watch.

Instinct®
Outdoor recreation
Instinct is built to the
U.S. military standard
810 for thermal, shock
and water resistance

Index™ Smart Scale
Smart scale with connected
features. Measures weight,
body mass index, body fat,
skeletal muscle mass and
more
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» Garmin: Monitor Your Performance
Forerunner® 245 Music
Featuring a sweatproof silicone band and durable Corning®
Gorilla® Glass 3, Forerunner 245 Music can handle whatever’s
ahead. It’s sleek and lightweight — perfect for running and
everyday wear.

Forerunner® 645 Music
Easily download up to 500 songs on your watch and
connect it with Bluetooth® headsets (sold separately) to
listen to music without using your phone.
Sync music from selected audio streaming services to
listen to music offline.

Forerunner® 945
- Integrated Music which allows for offline playlists – no phone
- Garmin Pay™ & on-board mapping
- Advanced physio metrics heat & altitude acclimation, training
load balance, training effect, improved race predictor
- Safety features include incident detection and assistance
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» Garmin | GPS swimming smartwatch
for the pool and open water
Garmin Swim™ 2
SWIMMING WATCHES
Garmin Swim 2 is a GPS swimming
smartwatch made to monitor heart rate and
track distance, pace, stroke count, SWOLF
and more in the pool and open water. Just
add water.

Fēnix 6X - Pro Solar Edition

Fēnix® 6

OUTDOOR RECREATION WATCHES

OUTDOOR RECREATION WATCHES

Push new limits and explore new challenges —
while adding mapping, music, intelligent pace

Combining the best features of our fitness and
outdoor watches, fēnix 6 is the multisport GPS

planning and more to your workouts with the
fēnix 6X selection of premium smartwatches.

watch that brings cutting-edge design and
performance to your fast-paced lifestyle.
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» Garmin: handheld GPS for hikers
eTrex® 22X

eTrex® 32X

2.2” sunlight readable color
display with 240 x 320 display

eTrex 32x adds a 3-axis compass
and barometric altimeter.
Battery life: Up to 25 hours in

pixels for improved readability.
Preloaded TopoActive mapping
with routable roads and trails
for cycling and hiking.

GPS mode with 2 AA batteries.
2.2” sunlight readable color
display with 240 x 320 display
pixels for improved readability.

GPSMAP® 66s

GPSMAP® 64x

Navigate your next outdoor

The GPSMAP 64x handheld
series comes preloaded with
TopoActive maps featuring
routable streets and trails so

adventure with the GPSMAP 66
series. Whether you’re hiking,
hunting, climbing, geocaching,
kayaking or mountain biking.

you can take the journey off
the grid.

Garmin Dash Cam™ 45

Garmin Dash Cam™ 65W

180° field of view captures more
of the environment, including
cross traffic.
High-quality
2.1
megapixel
camera with 1080p video

Dash Cam 45 is an easy-touse high-definition driving
recorder with 2.0” LCD display.
With an outstanding field of
view, it captures the entire road

capture; works even in low-light
conditions

and includes GPS for detailed
time and location data

Striker 4 Plus

STRIKER™ 5cv

The STRIKER Plus 4 fishfinder
with a bright 4.3” display and
built-in GPS features CHIRP
sonar for crystal-clear images
and Quickdraw Contours map

Built-in GPS lets you mark
waypoints, create routes and
view boat’s speed. Bright,
sunlight-readable 5” display
and intuitive user interface

drawing software
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» Garmin | It’s all possible.
Performance racers and touring cyclists alike need technology that can be counted on.
We’ve got you covered with GPS bike computers, turn-by-turn navigation, bike-specific
routing, cycling awareness accessories and so much more. Get detailed data about your
performance or just plan your next ride.
Edge® 830
It’s time to get instant data and automatic street cred with Edge 830.
This ruggedly compact GPS cycling computer has everything you need
to navigate your ride, monitor stats, stay connected with loved ones and
much more. And it’s all in a compact device that goes where you go and
won’t weigh you down.

Edge® 530
Edge 830

With Edge 530 you can train smarter and discover new routes. This cycling
computer features advanced navigation and challenges built right in, not
to mention a bright color screen, preloaded Strava Live Segments and the
Garmin Cycle Map with turn-by-turn directions.

Edge® 1030
Ride longer and stronger while staying connected with the Edge 1030
GPS cycling computer. It features Trendline popularity routing, which uses
billions of miles of rider data to show you the best on- and off-road routes.

Edge 530

Whether you’re a competitor, commuter or an adventure-seeker, we’ve
found a better ride for you.

Edge 1030

Approach® S60
Sleek GPS golf watch that reflects your passion on and off the course, large,
1.2” sunlight-readable color touchscreen display, quickly gets your location
using GPS to show precise yardages to greens, hazards and doglegs, on
full-color course maps
Convenient QuickFit® bands for fast style changes without tools

Approach® S60

Approach® S20
Style on the Wrist, Performance on the Course, combines elegant watch
band design with high-resolution display and activity tracking.
Pairs with Garmin TruSwing™ sensor for metrics to improve your swing
consistency, courseView feature automatically updates frequently played
courses for free & receive smart notifications for incoming calls, texts and

Aproach S20

other alerts.
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» APPLE | Our most powerful pro lineup ever

MacBook Pro 16”

Mac Book Air

16‑inch (diagonal) LED backlit display with IPS technology, 2.6GHz

13.3-inch (diagonal) LED-backlit display with technology IPS; native

6‑core Intel Core i7, Turbo Boost up to 4.5GHz, with 12MB shared L3

resolution from 2560 x 1600 to 227 pixels per inch compatible With

cache, 512GB SSD, 16GB of 2666MHz DDR4 onboard memory, AMD

millions of colors. Intel Core i5 dual-core 1.6 GHz (Turbo Boost up to

Radeon Pro 5300M with 4GB of GDDR6 memory and automatic

3.6 GHz) with 4 MB of L3 cache | PCIe-based SSD of 128 GB | 8 GB of

graphics switching Intel UHD Graphics 630

integrated 2133 MHz LPDDR3 memory

iMac 27”

Iphone 11 Pro Max
Super Retina XDR display

27-inch (diagonal) 5K Retina display

6.5‑inch (diagonal) all‑screen OLED

5120 x 2880 resolution compatible

Multi‑Touch display HDR display

Intel Core i5 six-core 3.7 GHz ninth
at

generation, Turbo Boost up to 4.6

458 ppi. Triple 12MP Ultra Wide,

GHz | 8 GB to 2,666 MHz DDR4

Wide, and Telephoto cameras, 4K

memory, 2 TB1 Radeon Pro 580X

video recording at 24 fps, 30 fps, or

Fusion Drive with 8 GB of GDDR5

60 fps.

memory

Apple Watch series

Ipad-10.2

2688‑by‑1242-pixel

resolution

Monitor your health, keep track
of

your

workouts,

get

10.2-inch
the

(diagonal)

Multi-Touch

display

LED-backlit
with

IPS

motivation you need to improve

technology

your fitness and stay

resolutio, 8-megapixel camera

connected with people who

1080p HD video recording at 30 fps,

you care and the information that

capacity 32GB / 128GB

2160-by-1620-pixel

you interest
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» Apple | Accesories

Smart Cover for iPad

MVQ22ZM/A Case Ipad 10.5”

Smart mouse Apple

MLA02LZ/A Magic Mouse 2

Smart Keyboard for iPad

Smart Keyboard for iPad

Lightning to USB Cable (2m)

EarPods with Lightning

MPTL2LL/A Smart Keyboard

MD819AM/A Cable 1,5m - 1m

Power Beats Pro Totally Wireless
MV6Y2BE / A Headphones

MPTL2LL/A Smart Keyboard

MMTN2AM/A Earpods

Smart Keyboard English
MLA22LZ/A Smart Keyboard

Apple Pencil

MU8F2AM/A Second gen

Power Beats Pro Totally Wireless
MV6Y2BE / A Headphones
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» GOPRO | Versatile Action Cameras
GoPro help people to celebrate the moment, inspiring others to do the same. From cameras to
apps and accessories, they do is geared to capture life as you live it, share the experience and pass
on the stoke. Share your experiences with our cameras Hero 7, Max and Hero 8 balck
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» GOPRO | Accesories
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» DJI | The world leader in camera drones
Mavic 2 Pro: see a bigger picture.
The Mavic 2 is a drone that incorporates all the advanced and exclusive
technologies of DJI and is able to redefine what is possible for the world
of aerial photography. It offers iconic Hasselblad image quality in the Pro
and a high-performance zoom lens in the Zoom.
- Hasselblad camera L1D-20c: iconic image quality, 20 MP CMOS sensor
1 “, adjustable aperture, f / 2.8 - f / 11, 10-bit Dlog-M and 10-bit HDR video.
- The Mavic 2 supports four panorama modes, including Sphere, 180 °,
Horizontal and vertical.

Mavic 2 Zoom: Quick and Accurate Focus
Powered by a 1/2.3-inch 12-megapixel sensor with up to 4x zoom, including
a 2x optical zoom (24–48 mm), 4 the Mavic 2 Zoom is all about dynamic
perspectives. Capture everything from wide angle to mid-range shots for
even more creative options.
- New Super Resolution feature – an asset when capturing the vivid
details your landscape photography deserves. When taking a picture
with a 24 mm equivalent field-of-view, 4 the camera will capture and
patch nine photos with its telephoto lens, resulting in a 48-megapixel
super resolution photo.

Mavic 2 Air: adventure unfolds.
The ultraportable Mavic Air features high-end flight performance and
functionality for limitless exploration. Mavic Air is the most portable DJI
drone to house a 3-axis mechanical gimbal, with its angular vibration
range reduced to 0.005°. Set in a triangular formation, gimbal dampeners
help create even steadier shots.
- In addition to Horizontal, Vertical, and 180° panoramas, the Mavic Air
stitches 25 photos together in just eight seconds to create crystal-clear 32
MP Sphere panoramas.1 View them from an immersive perspective with
DJI Goggles.
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» DJI | See and enjoy your life from above
Mavic Mini. Smaller, Lighter, Better
Weighing under 250 grams, Mavic Mini is almost as light as the average
smartphone. This makes it exceptionally portable and places it in the
lowest and safest weight class of drones.
Mavic Mini comes equipped with a 360° Propeller Guard that fully
protects the propellers and improves flight safety. Thanks to advanced
sensors, Mavic Mini can also hover precisely.
Transform Any Moment Into a Work of Art. Mavic Mini supports 12MP aerial
photos and 2.7K Quad HD videos. A 3-axis motorized gimbal provides
superior camera stability and ensures clear, ultra-smooth footage.

Tello, feel the fun.
Perform flying stunts, shoot quick videos with EZ Shots, and learn about
drones with coding education. Get yourself a Tello to find out just how
awesome flying a drone can be! Whether you´re at a park, in the office,
or hanging out at home can always take off and experience the world
from exciting new perspectives. Tello has two antennas the make
video transmission extra stable and a high-capacity battery that offers
impressively long flights times
- Thanks to all the tech that Tello ´s packing, like a flight controller
powered by DJI , you can perform awesome tricks and with just a tap on
screen. Flying has never been so fun and easy!

Osmo Pocket, because life a big.
As the smallest 3-axis stabilized handheld camera DJI has ever designed,
the contact intelligent Osmo Pocket turns any moment into a cinematic
memory. In just seconds, Osmo pocket allows you to share your life
anywhere, anytime.
- Osmo Pocket transforms all your life´s moments into wonderful
images. It snaps photos in stunning detail, thanks to a 1/2.3-Inch sensor,
80° Fov, and f/2.0 aperture. If can also shoot 4k/60fps video at 100 mbps
and photos at 12 MP a pixel size of 1.55 um for footage worth sharing every
time.
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IRIScan Book 5
The world’s fastest book scanner
Scan books and magazines anytime, anywhere and without ripping pages
off thanks to the brand new IRIScan™ Book 5 : the world’s fastest book
scanner. Scan books, magazines and documents up to 1 second per
page (color 30 PPM speed).
Scan several pages of a document and get a Multi-page PDF.
Powered by a powerful lithium-ion USB rechargeable battery.

SCANNER IRISCAN
BOOK 3.
SCANNER IRISCAN
BOOK 3 WIFI 10PPM.
SCANNER IRISCAN
BOOK 5
SCANNER IRISCAN
BOOK 5 WIFI

IRIScan Mouse
Mouse scanners.
The IRIScan Mouse combines two essential everyday tools: a mouse and a
scanner! This two-in-one product blends in perfectly with your environment
and gives you a scanner at your fingertips at all times. The resolution goes
up to 400 dpi, meaning that you will never have to compromise on quality.
There is a wired model as well as a wireless/WiFi one.
Powered by a powerful lithium-ion USB rechargeable battery.

SCANNER IRISCAN
MOUSE EXE BLACK
SCANNER IRISCAN
MOUSE 2 WIFI
SCANNER IRISCAN
MOUSE 2 EXECU-
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CATEGORY

RETAIL

Less Papper, More Content
Sheetfeed scanners (wireless)

Multi-sheetfeed scanners

IRIScan Anywhere 5 - IRIScan Anywhere 5 WIFI
IRIScan Express 4 - IRIScan Executive 4

IRIScan Pro

The ultra-compact, standalone,
battery-powered IRIScan .
Anywhere is the ideal tool to scan
your documents wherever you are
at home or away. You can easily
scan your documents, contracts,
business cards, receipts, and much
more, without a computer! All this
with a resolution up to 1200 dpi.

Don’t be fooled by their size; our
multi-sheet feed scanners are
still compact and easy to take
anywhere. You’ll be able to boost
your productivity and scan your
documents in a flash thanks to
their sheet feeders and amazing
speed.

Pen Scanner

Digital pen

IRISPen Executive 7 - IRISPen Air 7

IRISNotes 3 - IRISNotes Air 3

You can use the IRISPen like a
highlighter: slide it along any line
of text to digitise it immediately!
The scanned text can then be
edited and translated into a
variety of languages (more than
40 languages are recognised). Use
the voice synthesis function to
have the text read to you out loud.

In the classroom or in a meeting:
IRISNotes
converts
your
handwritten notes into editable
digital text in just a few seconds.
It recognises any writing (in more
than 32 languages) and transcribes
them very reliably, whether they
be letters or even drawings.
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